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COLLEGE OF
CELEBMATO
C
Volume Cm
David A. Dam
As the 1986-8- 7 Academic
year comes to a close seniors are
busy preparing for the most
important event in die life of The
College of Wooster. There is not a'
frown on a seniors face when die
word graduation is mentioned.
Mary Frances Berry will
deliver the keynote address entitled
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F. Morgan Roberts and Mary Frances Berry to address graduating class'
at Baccalureate and Commencement respectively
"Preparing Tor Tommor row's
Challenge,'' at The College of
Wooster's 117th Commencement.
Berry is currently a professor of
history and law and a senior fellow
in the Institute for the Study of
Educational Policy at Howard
University. The commencement
ceremony will begin at 10:00 ajn.
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in die oak grove between Kauke and
Severence Halls. If the weather
becomes adverse, commencement
will be held in Timken Gymnasium.
Aside, from Berry's
professorship at Howard University,
she currently serves as a
commissioner on the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights.
Between 1980-198-2 she served as
vice chairperson to that committee.
From 1977-8- 0 Berry was assistant
secretary for education in the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
Berry received her master's
degree and doctorate from the
University of J Michigan, where she
was a Civil War Round Table
Fellow. In 1970 Berry received her
juris doctorate in 1970 and was
admitted to the Washington, D.C.
Schmitz Selected
By David A. Dean
Governor Richard F.
Celeste and the Ohio Board of
Regents announced on April 6 that
Patrick Schmitz of Avon Lake will
be one of 41 participants . in the
1987 Governor's Honors Program
for College Students this summer.
Schmitz will be a senior at The
College of Wooster this fall.
"I am delighted that
students like Patrick are exploring
careers in public service," said
Governor Celeste. Today's students
are tomorrow's leaders. I want them
to know that there is a future for
them right here in Ohio."
1987
TOOOTIEimm11m
bar in 1972. Berry has taught at
several major universities served in
various capacities in the federal
government, and has received 10
honorary degrees. . -
Berry's literary
contributions have been numerous
and great. Aside from several articles
and reviews. Berry has published
four books: "Black ResistanceWhite
lrw": "Military Nem.rit and Civil
Rifktr Politr"? "Stability. Security
and Continuity-M- r. Justice Burton
and Decision Makine in the Supreme
Court IQ4S.SX" ( with John
Blassingham); and "Lonf
Memnry-T- he Rlack Experience in
America."
The Rev. Morgan Roberts,
pastor of Shadyside Presbyterian
Church in Pittsburgh. Pa., will
deliver the' Baccalaureate sermon
for Governors Honor
The Honors Program was
initiated by Governor Celeste in
1985 to provide opportunities for
junior and senior level college
students to explore and prepare for
careers in public service. The
students will intern with state
sgencies and will spend eight weeks
working on special projects,
assisting agency directors and
helping develop and implement
public policy.
The students will also have
the opportunity to discuss
policy-makin- g with state leaders in
NUMSEH 27
May 10 ar 100 aunt, in McCaw
' ChapeL His address is entitled. The
Call to Creativity." I.-- -- ;
- Roberts."; a graduate of
Colgate University and Princeton
Theological Seminary, has been
very active in the Presbyterian
Church on many levels. Roberts
held pastorates in Birmingham.
Michigan; ' Louisville. Kentucky;
Mount Vernon. New York; and
Newburgh. New York. While
ministering at the First Presbyteriar.
Church in Birmingham, Roberts
designed a conservatory of the
performing arts for the handicapped
and other rehabilitation
programs for - the disabled, the
mentally handicapped and troubled
youth in the local community.
Within the governmental
- Continued on page 14
Program
a series of seminars. Past speakers
have included Governor Celeste,
Secretary of State Sherrod Brown,
and U.S. Congressmen Chalmers
Wylie and John Kasich.
The 26 women and IS men
represent a cross-sectio- n of Ohio
cities and will work in several areas
of state government, including
education, development, agriculture
and transportation.
Each student will receive a
stipend for their work and special
recognition from the Governor at
the end of the program. ;
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one class session. Evidently, he
was the only source that David Dean
chose to rely on in order to write an
editorial and article about the
Leadership Seminar and Symposium.
There are some obvious
problems in relying only on one
source when writing an article:
Does that source have definitive
knowledge on the subject? Can a
socially responsible reportereditor
make solid judgements based soley
on the information given by this
! source?' Is it possible that the
reportereditor heard what he wanted
to hear and then let his personal
biases distract him from responsible
repotting? David Dean seems to
have erred in a manner inexcusable
jto a socially responsible
! reportereditor. In both his article
t and editorial he refers to the book In
Search of Excellence as an example
of text used in the 1987 seminar.
Perhaps this was read in last year's
seminar but it was not a part of the
1987 seminar's readout list. Did
jDavid Dean bothez to look at this
-- year's syllabus?
How can a
.
socially
responsible leader of our school
J newspaper write an article
Iand such an opinionated editorial
.when he obviously has not done his
homework on the subject in
question? Jiow can David Dean
presume to know that the
(participants in the Seminar did not
frequently address the "real world"
cases of "dog eat dog" (What about
the three day fp witwTh fp each
student spent with a nationally
recognized leadex?a "real world"
experience) without discussing the
r
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor
I am writing in reply to
the article and editorial written by
David Dean in last week's Voice
concerning the Leadership Seminar
and Symposium. As David aptly
pointed out, this year's Leadership
Symposium focuses on the theme of
social 'responsibilty in leadership. .
This letter to the editor pertains to .
the importance of this theme. I am
sure that David Dean appreciates this
.facet of leaderhshtp as a leader" of
the printed media on this campus.
Few people in this
.country would deny that editing and
reporting in the media should be
'done in a evenheaded and fair
manner. The leaders of the media in
'the United Stales have awesome
power in shaping the public's
attitude through their choice of what
to report and what to ignore, as well
as the bias with which they present
the news.
In other words, a socially
responsible reporter is one who
throughly researches his subject and
then presents the facts in as fair a
manner as possible. Here is where I
question David Dean's sense of
social responsibility. In his article
in last week's Voice describing the
Leadership Symposium he chose to
interview only one individual.
President Copeland. He chose not
to interview any of those "sixteen
young minds of America," whose
rights he is so concerned with, or
their leader and the designer of the
"theoretical twaddle" that they are
taught, professor James Hodges. I
do not mean to belittle President
Copeland or his views about the
Seminar, but he was present at only
-
i ?
seminar with.. either. 'the; .students' H
involved or Dr. Hodges? On what is
--Vhe basing bis judgement concerning
the value of the learning experience - -
of the sixteen students involved in
the seminar? David Dean seems to "
be standing on his soap box
preaching about "brainwashing" and
transforming "practical realists into,.
Utopian dreamers" based soley on
bis own preconceived notions and a '
few general quotes from President- -
Copeland concerning the seminar.
As a student participant 1
in the 1987 Leadership Seminar I
believe that it'nas been one of the4
most vaiuaoie experiences in my J
academic career, and I belkve most
of my fellow "seminarmates" would"
concur (but David Dean didn't ask
us). Perhaps David Dean is right.
'Maybe those of us who participated
in the srminir were "brainwashed."!
Perhaps if David Vttz. had been' "
acceptea to participant in thei.
seminar he would have led the" rest '
of us to the realization of die "farce -
that the Leadenhip Symposium is,
and what conniving manipulators-- "'
James Hodges and the rest of his .
guest' acadenicians - were in ' their
attempts to "indoctrinate sixteen-- .
Utopian souls into believeing that a
leader's hearts is made of gold" (it is "
written this way in the editorial). I
! guess we will never know. I do
believe, however, that David Dean --I
.should assess --his social
responsibilities as a leader in the
meida (maybe it's a little late) and
perhaps even attend the Leadership
ConUnutKl on pg 3
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Challenges After
Graduation
And
Farewell
Have we really changed after four yean? Obviously
changes physically are a given, but have we, in our daily
thoughts and actions, changed ia some way that distinguishes
us from our freshman year? Sadly enough only the individual
can answer this, but in the long-ru- n society will answer that .
question for you.
The 1986 Fall Forum, Individualism and Community',
brought to light the most important question facing the
twentieth century. As a society is it more productive,
benefitting the' whole of society, to place emphasis on the
individual or upon the community Speakers challenged where
classrooms could not and while a few whispering - " ' ,does
this have to do with me?" were heard, the q ft
more than fundaments? in today's society.
Have we changed our attitude about the individual? Are
we going to challenge with our academic knowledge the
overpowering desire to succeed at the cost of others? Or will our
self-servi-ng attitude evolve into a more collective concern for
the community --at- large. In a small academic environ such as
Wooster both the individual and collective come to battle
head-to-hea-d. Did we meet that challenge with the same degree
of academic certitude we employed in our classes?
The 1986 Fall Forum raised more questions than it
answered and in that light it was -- a success. For us to continue
the challenge well past our graduation will be a journey filled
with struggles and defeats. It is too tempting to put aside the
idealistic years of our undergraduate experience and claim them
as my "younger more naive years." Despite denial, we will all at
some- - point during our adulthood deny our undergradaute
experience as nothing more than preparation for the social
aspects of life and the last hurrah for the idealistic thinking.
For college is that frontier for Utopian idealism and thought that
knows no prejudice.
As graduation approaches so perhaps do the fears of
what lie ahead. Good academic and social preparation are firm
foundations for any degree of sucess but too often our notion of
success is limited, almost myopic. It is inevitable that two.
three, or four years from now the vision and the charge from
commencement will become just a mere memory and the
stagnant routine of everyday existence will vanquish the
burning desire in all of us. Our existence could become an
exersise in futility.
My charge to the class of 1987 is to become firm in
your resolve. Carry the academic and social challenges beyond
the workplace. Carry them into the community in which you
thrive. Challenge the institutions and the status quo for they
serve to only undermine the integrity with which you possess.
Never become obsolete for when you do you cease to exist.
Don't be afraid to take chances even when the risk seems too
great. Society was built upon those individuals who took the
risks and never reaped the benefits. Be self-servi-ng in your
industry and in your compassion but be open in your giving.
The challenge has never been greater for the class of
1987. My best wishes and sincere congratulations go out to
everyone. God Bless.
As is cutomary for the outgoing Editor-in-Chi- ef .a
farewell and charge I leave for the new Editors-in-Chie- f, Graham
Rayman and Mary Cox. Over the past year I have come to
respect the influence of ther media in a way I never knew
possible. The newspaper is a very powerful tool both
educationally and socially.
I would' like to thank the one person whose industry
and dedication have been more than an asset to The Wooster
Voice, Kate Wolfe, my Managing Editor. I would also like to
thank the staff of the Voice for all iheir support, the
Publications Committee and Audrey Lav in, our fearless faculty
advisor. Where others were afraid to tread you walked with
conviction and for hat Lam grateful. "v " '
i tfc.su fto t,Li.i.j.ioO "ii'iow i n" E- - vEditornln-Chie- f-
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universal struggle to unite the will
California Dreamin'
By Martin Sheen
California settler once complained
that they built the Statue of Liberty
on the wrong coast, that California,
not New York, is "beside the golden
door", and who among us would
argue?
California The name itself
conjurs up unimagined and daring
dreams. We are bid to shake off the
bonds of reality, as there are indeed
more things in heaven and earth
than are dreamt of in our present
philosophy, and venture forth with a
light heart; governed only by
self-impos-
ed limitation and . ever
mindful that it is not always the
dreams realized by the great
Where the capital
punishment imposed on the
homeless is rescinded throughout the
land and the desperate destitute are
restored to health and human dignity
through -- compassion in accordance
with the command of Isiah. Let us
go further...
Where endlessly,
self-servi-ng rhetoric is shamed to
silence by simple, clearly spoken
words from the depths of truth
Where arrogance is
universally understood as ignorance
matured
PACE 3
frustration and anger, are surrendered
to as a golden opportunity for
patience and personal reflection and
even where the mighty Santa Ana is
not solely cursed and feared as an ill
wind, but is welcomed as a blessed
breeze to cleanse. Let ns go
swiftly...
Where the clear stream of
reason is not polluted by prejudice,
where all races, colors and creeds are
united by their unique diversity and
basic humanity. Then let us ascend to-Whe- re
the arms . race is
declared unlawful. Where' the weapons
.Where gang violence is are dismantled and' all' -- the human.
mercifully transformed to group technological and financial resources
vigilance' and the courage of the involved are redirected to preserve
unarmed arbitrator is celebrated. Let all life otLki.so mat we may be
: of thepirit with the work of the us go lightly- -
fltf kt iic L ' Where the" er
made
bless
N,Jong . promised
ed for - the
White ecoloaical natural instinct for tustaul peacemakers and finally, fet us
balance of California's land and sea awakening strives toward perfection arrivew -- -'
coast are not surrendered to and is not mistakenly diverted by Where we are no longer
irrational demands for fuel,; or the self-decepti-ve and dead-en- d hmer anesthetized by . fear, but are led .1.
subject to indiscriminate journey of drugs and alcohol. Let us forward in faith by the omnipotent
waste-dumpi- ng, but are preserved and go lightheartedly... . spirU to ever-wideni- ng thought and .
equally protected by the rights of
man and the laws of nature.
Continued from page 2
Symposium, particularly those
sessions concerned with the dilemma
of social responsiblity in leading.
He might learn something!
young,
dreamer,"
"brainwashed," "utopian
Chris Drake
strike between teaching and
researchscholarship. I would prefer
Where grid-locke- d action. .
freeways, so often occasions for Into that heavenly dream,
'my fellow Californians and
porgram of research, how do you Americans, let us all awake! --
intend to keep current with changes
in your discipline? Your comments into their teaching in the way it is
about the "esoteric and convoluted" supposed to, in the way it has to
subject matter of most research are unless, as you seem to suggest, we
the early warning signs of your are living a lie. A few people who
inevitable decline into a patronizing immediately come to mind as ,
and paternalistic teaching style. In examples of .acuity with, great"
seminar I currently teach I have student evaluations and outstanding
r. cjj presented my research to my scholarship include Joanne Frye,
students, challenged their intellects Karen Beckwith. Jim McBride.Iwould like to respond1 conclSg with some teacher, might Carolyn Durham and others whoconceptsto last week'ss letter concerning then
. . .. of what- h md had rve as an example just aDaiancc m lacuiiy mcmuer suuuiu
Your comments about
lame puppy you are.
In the final analysis what
1 t .. it hoili down to is that the best
to simply speak with the letter's 2d c" teacher, use their scholarship to
author, but the lack of J"" .nonymyou,y-o- remain student, in a very real and(on many levels) illustrated by ha. whtnmg Those of . who
or her rerusai to sign a name w sucn -
tripe makes this impossible.
Speaking directly to our
anonymous - author I would like to
suggest: If you really believe that a
balance between teaching and
research is impossible then get the
hell out of higher education. With
attitudes like those expressed in
your letter you can only do damage
in the classroom. You may be all
fired up about teaching now, in the
early part of your career, but as you
grow older and fail to demonstrate a
corresponding growth as a scholar
you become the inevitable piece of
dead wood all of us have encountered
in our careers as students.
"Research" is another
word for continued self education.
The biggest mistake we make in
higher education is to refer to the
Ph. D. as a "terminal" degree. This
makes people like you somehow
believe . you're done acquiring
knowledge and set put on a career of
sharing what 'you've learned. This is
fine for about the .first five years out
of grad school, But .what happens
ten years out?, jlow, aboiif. twenty
..':
'
.11 not tteo,-Jiictiv- e
find this sometime elusive (but
conferences I have attended balance wakenever impossible) up(four this year) have all contained eyery moming md go to school,
workshops, papers, presentations, People you Wlke up and go to
etc. on pedagogical issues as well as wQrk That Mgenlial
the esoteric have come to expect.we tdifference want to suggest you
As far comments about teachingas eilhcr rethink your attitudes, or go
loads. . . where did you get the idea h Khool
inai gooa icaenci iictbi vuuiui
about their teaching loads? This is
my first and last year at Wooster.
My experience here has been
generally wonderful. I have found
the students, faculty, environment,
etc. generally outstanding.
Communication
Dear Editor,
outraged and
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Stan Denski
Studies.
I am alternately
amused at
David Dean's
However, with, a four course per didtic mo,.i .nicies. But-- in the
semester load and an additional 12 April 17 um9 of voice he really
independent study students there wem f Yes. WWII and the
have been times when the teaching Holocaust were costly events to the
load has negatively affected my worW u a wnole bul where doe,
teaching. As someone who cares Davi(J Dein get nervet the
about this teaching I have audacity to hoid the German's of
complained, argued, fought, etc. toUy rerponsible? What is his
trying to have my teaching load evidcnce mal, "German .people have
reduced. Is this somehow a sign of siway, considered themselves
moral weakness? Is this something -- tta- , the rest of the world."?
"bad" teachers do? He tko ite, (and I quote him
This campus has many directy) Their can never be and
people who have found the balance
between teaching and scholarship. ......... A ,.,-- -. 4People whose research feeds back ?
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Continued from page 3
their never will be a punishment
that befits the crime of the German
people." It should be the Nazi's who
committed the crimes first and
foremost, who should pay.
, I would like to take
David Dean's lines of accusation and
hold him personally responsible for
the genocide of the American
Indians
. and the capture and
enslavement of Black Africans.
Mr. Dean, surely the American
people have a few milestones of
their own around their necks? I leave
Mr. Dean in the same way he
finishes many of his own articles,
with a didactic .quote, "If your slate
is clean, then you can throw stones;
if it is not, then leave them alone!"
Pam Cibula,Senior
Dear Editor,
In last weeks
editorial David Dean stated "In
academia we theorize, in the real
world we practice." Is this not to
infer that the Voice is also just a
theory?
Dean states that the
real world "is a jungle! Not some
academic theoretical playground
where mistakes are seen as
progress." So. all of the mistakes of
the Voice are "progress." Surely,
this cannot be true!
The Voice is not an
academic toy for students to play
with. It is a newspaper and the
' power it weilds must be taken
seriously by its leaders. Although
.
its leaders may not have Dean's
"hearts...of gold," they must have
some of the "intrest in social
responsibility" that is so lacking in
all leaders today, according to Dean, ,
It is obvious that i
the pessimistic ideas held and stated '
by its editor-in-chi- ef show some of
the reason the Voice is only a
theory for the students of Wooster
to play with, instead of a thriving
medium that informs, intrigues, and
presents topics of concern for
open and shared discussion.
However, we cannot blame academia
for this. It is the people that make
up academia that are at fault.
Nothing in academia will be very
"real world" unless, we as students,
take the time to work and demand
organizations such as. the Voice be
true to the practice of a "real"
newspaper. Contrary to Dean's
view, social responsibility is
necessary to be a good leader, and
once social responsibility exists for
the Voice, a more "real world"
newspaper will be published.
However, for now,
Dean states, "Social responsibility
is dead. Just read the newspapers and
see how much social responsibility
exists."
Yes,Mr.Dean just
read the newspaper.
Susan M. Gale
Former Managing Editor
The Wooster Voice
Box C-16- 43
Why are we called
"Lady. Scots?o o- - Ifir members. of ,l.the
Women's Athletic Association and
others thought that calling male
. . ...
athletes Scots and female athletes
.
.
,
icotues was conaescenaing ro me
females, is Lady Scots any better?
Personally,' I 'think it is worse.
A Feminist
Dictionary (1985) defines Ladies as-"Wome- n
who seem to stay in their
male-define- d place." Apparently, The
College of Wooster has virtually
advocated male chauvanism by
advocating the use of the term "Lady
Scots." When the Women's Athletic
Association polled the
student body to assess its
preference, the term "Scots" won;
however, both the administration
and News Services voted for Lady
Scots. Thus, the official term is
In American Usage
and Style: The consensus, the terms
lady and women are contrasted. ft
states, "In one widely accepted view,
woman suggests commonness, if not
Vlllonrifv uhil Indv cnoapctc
breeding and refinement." This
reference book notes that the
distinction between the two worlds
is typical among country clubs,
study groups, and college alumnae
groups. "Lady is in general use as a
courtesy, as in the salutation ladies
and gentlemen." Furthermore. The
Random House Dictionary (1978)
defines lady as the following : "1. a
woman of' good family, social
position, breeding,etc. 2. a polite
term for any woman. 3. any woman
or girl: a cleaning lady. 4. (cap.) a
British title of rank for the wives or
daughters of certain nobles."
Perhaps the third or fourth definition
is what the advocators of the term
"lady" had in mind. But notice that
the example supplied by the third
definition is also condescending. If
the fourth definition is assumed then
why not use the parallel word "Lord"
for the men's teams such as "Lord
Scot lacrosse team." Still, however,
"Lady Scot" and "Lord Scot" have
traditional sex-stereotypi- cal
connotations.
Why do both the
VOICE and News Services write
about the "Lady" Scot lacrosse team
and not about the "Gentleman" Scot
lacrosse team ? Do we have to be
"courteous" and "polite" to
Wooster's female athletes but not to
Wooster's male athletes? Is that
suggesting that female athletes are
substandard or else royally superior
in either importance or quality?
Thus, why isn't
"women" used instead of "Lady?"
After all, WAA is used to signify the
Women's Athletic Association' rather
than using LAA for the Ladies' or
Lady Athletic Association, and WRC
signifies the Women's Resource
Center rather than using LRC for the
Ladies' or Lady Resource Center. In
addition. The College of Wooster
offers a major in Women's Studies,
in contrast to Ladies' or Lady
Studies.
American Usage and
Style states that educated American
THE WOOSTER VOICE MAY 1,
usaSe efers woman in Ae absence
of anyJ overriding reason to use
WX; F'e' l cofwdefinitions for woman. .... ana
-
nan?
Woman is defined as an Ttdult
female oerson. Man is denned
"an adult male person."
Since American
Usage and Style, states, however.
that it is specifically the educated
American that uses that
distinction, does that mean that the
College of Wooster students are
uneducated? Perhaps that is what it
means, waa aia give me campus a
chance to vote on its terminology.
As I recall, however, there were
several choices supplied such as "
Scots, Scotties, and Lady Scots."
"Lady Scot," however was a supplied
choice but Women Scots wasn't even
offered as a choice. There was al"v. fr voters to writein their preferred choice.
On the other
nana, American usage anda atyie.
notes that the new feminists are
incensed over any unnecessary
description of an occupation by
sex. remaps uus explains wny tne
administration and News Services,
who represent the old era, voted for
"Lady Scots" while the students,
who represent the new era, voted for
Scots."
Why can't we just
call both the men and women
"Scotties," "Scots," "Men Scotties"
and "Women Scotties." or "Men
" Scots" and "Women Scots."
Meanwhile, we also need to neuter
our present symbol of the masculine
"Fighting Scot"
Sincerely,
Pat Bauerle
Gees Trc::::ss
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If detected early,
the cure rate for
colorectal cancer is
very high.
Because we now
know how to detect
it early. And we
know how to fight it
once we detect it.
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PH. 682-267-3
Daily 8 a.m.-- 7 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-- 6 p.m.
ONE HOUR SERVICE TILL 4:00 DAILY
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The Wooster Voice has had
a myriad of student direction over its
one hundred a four years of existence
but the change Mas? ' always been
hard. Founded in 1883 by three
enterprising students from the
University of Wooster, Tike
University Voice, as it was called,
was a collaborative effort on behalf
of the community v "and the
university. Seeing the necessity for
a student-communi- ty forum, the
University Voice was funded by
outside businesses. '
In 1884, TA University t
Voice received its. first funding
allocation surprisingly not from the
University of Wooster but rather,,
the town. Bv 1910 The University
of Wooster had changed its name to -
The College of Wooster after an
embittered battle ' over vocational
skills and liberal arts skills. After a
faculty vote which split the
university it was decided that
Wooster would bear the tradition of
a college, stressing the liberal arts
curriculum rather than . vocational
areas such as medicine, architecture
and nursing. - , 1, ' I- - v. ;
With the inauguration of
The College of Wooster came the .
new name of the student publication;
The Wooster Voice. And with the
new college came a new purpose for
the student publication. The college
took over , the publication 'both
journalistically and financially mk&t.
created a newspaper that stressed
Back
student and faculty achievement
while, de-emphasi- sing community
"involvement." 1 :
'
.
'The Wooster Voice a
Ohio's oldest "weekly college,
newspaper and upon further
investigation it was discovered that
aside fronv The Dartmouth Review,
TAe Trinity Gazette and t The
Wooster Voice ranks among some of
the oldest weekly college
newspapers in America.
Editor-in-Chi- ef David Dean
commented on -- the status ofTA..
Voice. " It was in 1984 when Paur
Miller and Tom Hetrick edited the.
Voice and it was discovered that The
Wooster Voice had a status very few
ever knew about." V
'"
.' "An: article written by : a
junior staff member that year
discovered that The Voice was not
only Ohio's oldest but was ranked
among one of the oldest in America.
- Debate
,
was forthcoming regarding
this issue but people didn't realize
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that while Harvard. Yale. Princeton
: and other Ivy League schools Bad
older institutional years their student
publications have
.-
- either - changed
publication status ( ie, weekly,
monthlydaily) or name status.' The
Wooster Voice has always remained
a weekly newspaper and the name
TAe Voice was its original."
comments Dean. - .
In 1932 TAe Wooster Voice
was awared more Ohio Journalism
Merits than any. other -- college or
A Year
university newspaper in
Ohio . It wasn't until 1985 that The
Wooster Voice was not cited for
journalistic excellence. "Many
--
- students as well as faculty seem to
have this aura of patronage for the
Hetrick-Mille- r years that I feel is
SACE
My
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ery unfounded." .comments. Dean. a . weekly publication." comments
about the 1983-8- 4 Editors of. The : Dean. " Its kinda funny how neither '
Wooster Voice. ' Everyone cites the ' the college administration or the
'
.
sucess of that paper without really departments Tof speech or english '"
looking a;t the large failures. In came to rescue of 7; Voice. It was , :,
1984 there was no one left to take a sad year, for student rlications."-ov- er
the paper because in effect .Tom. comments.3ean. " 1 ' :.V.
and Paul ran the show; One has to " " By March of 1985 Priest :
look, at Timothy Spence and his managed 'to unify a core suff of,
tenure, as. editor if they want to laud ' V' writers and editors. By .'.
a very sucessful newspaper. - The mid-Mar- ch tTAe Voice was back to"".,
problems the Voice has -- today are foil -- production ; however on , a
partly if not entirely the fault of the bi-wee- kly basis. In 'April 'of 1985
Hetrick' Miller eraj They eimply and the Publications Committee 'selected
plainly had no -- one else - to take ' sophomore Ida Williams, former :
over." comments Dcaril4, '4 sports editor' of Th Voice, to. be the;:.
- In 1984 the Publications Editor-in-Chi- ef of The - Wooster '
Committee looked for a new' editor "Voice. Jfcea. remember; the fuss- -
for the 1984-8- 5 publishmg seeson, 'made oyer selecting Ida because of
After being -- unable to locate a her year and her inexperience. What .
canidate' the committee appointed people seemed td-- . forget -- was her
council member' Susan Clydesdale as dedication:' through'the worst period
editor. "She had never worked on the of TAe Wooster Voice? comments . .
paper, as far as I knew,7 and the only
'
Dean.-i- v V' 'iff. 'U' ' tty?.
qualification she had was her "The Wooster Voice was
contacts from campus council." never .quite the same after the '
comments Dean. "J really believe Hetrick Miller period. Ida .had her;'
that The Voice went down hill from own problems such as the campus .
there." Shortly after assuming office council elections Taffair and other
the Voice was plagued by financial . claims of irresponsible journalism
and administrative problems. In but in the end it was not; her
Novemeber of 1984 two-thir- ds of problem but the, problem, of the
the Voice', budget :" had been publication committee.-- All through '
eliminated and what was a weekly the Clydesdale and Priest years the
.paper had been reducedT to a school did nothing even when
bi-wee- kly compilation of untimely begging v end ; grovelling were
' new articles ' and , announcements. employed. The school was content
By December- - of 1984 Clydesdale without a ' newspaper'. Jeff . came
resigned for personal reasons ' and along, picked, up the pieces 'and set a ,
Jeffrey Priest was named rhenewnew direction. Ida merely took over ..
"
Voice editor for the second semester, and brought lome consistency to the
t - "Things picked trp r so paper. Ida knew more, about running
the campus thought when " Jeffrey
"took over!" 'comments Dean. New
enthusiasm and dedication were
Priest's trademarks but the scars of .
the Clydesdale era were not easily
forgotten. In January of 1985 Priest,
lost' most of the' writing staff and.
after countless recruting . attempts
failed Priest made the sraouncemenL.
that The Voice would change.
publication status from weekly to
bi-week- ly. " It really didn't come as
that much ,Tbf a . shock for the
camous. Bv that time The Voice hxl
lost most of it respect form the
campus and apathy really made
Jeffrey's attempts in vain, j The
change in status was never recorded
in the national directoryso the Voice
for all intents and purposes was still
1869
Insiircince
(Class of .'45 7 :
Of '49)
-
TRADITION, NOT A GOAL
PAGES
paper lhan.most editors but at that
time the school wis not--interested -
in a good newspaper. It was only
until : the . campus council '. event
proved the' admission or financial ;
gains that the college steped in. . , '
; 7; ': --The spring of 1986 -- TA
Voice printed the name of a fictious
person running for campus council.,
In addition, stars were placed next to ,
the candidate rating them from good
to bad. Campus council and Student '
Government . -- " Association
recommended; that . a special,
committee called the Voice Review
Committee look into ways in which .
the paper could be improved. "I can ;
remember the first two meetings J
attended. I told Ida I wanted to go
but that I was not to be announced
" e
new editor. I have to admit
that after each meeting I was so sick
of hearing what the Voice could do
tot the paper, I wanted to know what
he college could do for the paper.
-
- q0Btinned on Page 6 -
;,:, ;
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Here we were with outdated
equipment, no journalism structure,
no advisor and no direction. It was
pretty damn amazing that a paper
even went out," comments Dean.
" What bothered Ida and me t
was the fact that after an incident
like the one committed the school
finally took action. For months and
months we'd been screaming foil
help and nobody cared."
In April of 1986 David
Dean was named Editor-in-Chi- ef
under the same pretenses as Susan
Clydesdale. " Again there was
nobody else who wanted to be editor
and since I was the only
underclassmen on the staff I felt the
obligation to be the caretaker "
comments Dean.
In September of 1986 The
Wooster Voice had created direction
out of chaos and for the first time
since 1984 students took notice.
However, in October news reached
ine campus mat wiuioui an savior
the student publication would shut
down. " We must of solicted for
weeks but no one wanted to be our
advisor. We got letters from faculty
telling us that we didn't need an
advisor and that the paper looked
better than its ever look in years."
comments Dean.
On October 15th The
Wooster Voice announced it was
shutting down. The same week an
advisor was named, Audrey Lavin
from the department of English, and
the Voice was back on production
schedule. That same week the
managing editor resigned and two
months later both the Associate and
Copy editor resigned stating
personal and academic
considerations.
, 1 have to admit that those
three months were the most difficult
as far as putting the Voice together.
I had made the mistake of selecting
individuals when I should have
selected a team. I was accused of not
running the Voice but with the board
I had to work with who could. By
late January of 1987 I changed the
whole look and content of the Voice
for the better. I wanted to show the
campus that I was in charge and that
the previous resignations would not
deter my ambitions in the least."
In February the MCNA (
Midwest ..College, Newspaper
Association) was created which
unified small liberal arts college
newspapers for the first time. By
March of 1987 new publishing
guidelines had been recommended
and approved by the editorial board.
" We assumed a broader base of
support during semester II and I
think for that reason alone l can
attribute the success of The Voice
People look back at the failures but
thev fail to see the
accomplishments. I think The Voice
is on the upswing and I know from
comments both good and bad that
The Voice is finally respected as a
- student publication. The work is far
from over but I'm positive Mary and
Graham will continue to make
yhmg that will make the Voice a
more professional newspaper "
its Dean.
College of Wooster.
Jones began his
successful career as a mainstream
artist when his first album "Humans
Lib" made its appearance in the
British market four years ago. In
Europe the album enjoyed almost
immediate success with the single
ft
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recent effort, "One to One" (Elektra
Records) just this past November.
The album has achieved a Top 20
single entitled "You Know I Love
You...Don't You?", , and the latest
release from the LP "Will You Still
7r . .T V A -
ARNOLD LANNI
Howard Jones Highlights Cultural
Calendar
Frozen Ghost also to star as featured guest
By Courtney Miller
Following the release of
his third album Howard Jones has
recently embarked upon his fifth
U.S. tour since his debut in 1983 as
a new personality in pop stardom.
Beginning : less than a week
ago, he began playing dates on the
"One to One" tour that will take him
along the eastern seaboard into the
midwest, then out to several
concerts in California and finally
ending on June 9 in Toronto,
Canada. Concert dates on this
particular tour include a number of
colleges and universities among
which are Brandeis University,
x --,on - - late . night radio show in
,
. i . 5 Manchester, performing " repertoire
VUJ that consisted of instrumental -- i
"'---
d,
versions of Top 40 tunes combined
with everything from the blues to n
Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody", W--fl
-- Probably - the most
valuable experience he had during f
this part of his life was the three
years, spent working m a
plastic-wra-p factory.' While Jones,J
was employed there, he observed the
Jlp--"'"- -. factory workers grinding through- -
,7 it-- V v'";' QtCtt depressing everyday routines.f ' ; He describes the factory as being''
- i" ' I "prison-like-" and relates how he wa- s- J
I constantly trying to encourage the
, workers to break free of their""
boredom and seek ways to bring
more meaning to their lives. It was
during this period of time that the
theme that is the crux of his lyrical
content emeged and became evident
to him as the most important part o
his music. The theme of belief in
the human spirit found expression in- -J
"New Song moving to number three
,
musically the most mature ot nis the title of his first album, "Humans
on the British charts and the second three LPs. It combines lyrical and Lib". This very theme is still beings
cut from the album "What is Love" technical sophistication integrated perpetuated in
.
Jones' most recent K J
hitting number two. Despite his with an unerring melodic structure, music and will always remain an
rapid ascent in the English music It has already been called his most important part of the foundation"" -
world it wasn't until Jones released inventive and compositionally upon which his future work will be
his second album entitled "Dream strong work, and it is predicted that built. '
Into Action" that he managed to find it -- will carry him to greater heights Jones states that he was
a place in the American music than any of his previous efforts. turned down at least once by every
market. Things Can Only Get
Better" followed by "No One Is To
Blame" were the two singles that
played a large part in Jones'
winning over a substantial audience
in the United States. ' ,
With a firm foothold in
both Europe and . the United "S tales
Howard Jones was bom major British record label, and in
on die south coast of England to the end it was his one-man-ba- nd
Welsh parents. The piano was gUge show that led to his landing
always a large constituent of the record deal with WEA in Europe and
activities of Jones' younger years; Hektra in the United States.
he has been playing since the age or . Even thpugh.he has sincH
seven. At the age ot Zl. tie aroppea added more musicians' to Tus stage
out'of the Royal Northern. School of act. and has expanded the. style and'
S.U.N.Y. Binghampton. and our own Howard Jones released his most Music in Manchester. England where structure of his music the intensity --I
he studied classical piano. From and top notch entertainment quality
then on he undertook a rather gtai persists. When Howard Jones
broken musical career. He began Ukes the stage in Timken
teaching piano lessons while Gymnasium hopefully he will live
playing in funk and jazz bands, in up to his respectable reputation andto
addition to running a present us with a concert that will
Be There?" is presently enjoying produce delivery business with his be a memorable part of our college
ATr radio airplay. One to One is wife Jan. Jones also played piano experience
H
Skies will be partly cloudy today and it will be milder
with a high reaching 60 to 65. Tonight promises to be
mostly cloudy with a dlight chance ofr showers developing 11
and a low of 45 to 50. The weekend weather will be mild
with a chance of-shower-s on Saturday and;dry "weather
expected on Sunday. Highs will range from 60 to' 65dh
Saturday and 67 to 72 i on, Sunday . Morning lows will be r
43 to 48 on Saturday and Sunday. Winds will be southwest
at around 10 m.p.h. Friday and southerly at 10 to 20 m.p.h.
Saturday and Sunday. TRIVIA; What is the weather going, to
be like on May 11, 1987? Rest assured that an order has
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ISC Elects New Officers
By Pat Schmitz, ISC Publicity Chair.
Inter-Sectio- n Council
(ISC) is pleased to announce the
selection of a new cabinet of
officers for the 1986-8- 7 academic
year. Elections were held at the
weekly meeting on Sunday, April
12.
Rob Howerton, a senior
economics major from Shelby,
Ohio, will serve as President. Rob
is a member of Kappa Chi (Seventh
Section) and is also a member of the
Fighting Scot baseball team,
starting at second base.
: Another Krapper, junior
Rick Dayton, was elected
Vice-Presiden- t. Rick, a Grove City,
Pa. native, is best-know- n as the new
general manager of WCWS.
Dayton is very active in all aspects
of the Speech Communications
department and has also served as a
dorm representative in the SGA.
Aubrey Munroe is a
seniprSphCbmmunicadons major
'
-
-
Three --weeks ago last
Wednesday, saw the start --of an
annual event here at the College of
Wooster. That event is the
infamous Greek Week-Spanni-ng
the ' four days
between Wednesday and Saturday,
Greek Week gave the campus the
atmosphere of a rollicking,
fun-for-a- ll, good-tim- e carnival.
Greek Week crept
up onto the small, sleepy. College
of Wooster campus on, the night of
Wednesday. April 8th. That night
at Ichabods was the lip-syn-ch
contest, the kick-o- ff event to Greek
Week. The men of Phi Delta Sigma
would have won the contest, with
the men of Phi Omega Sigma and
Kappa Chi placing second and third
respectively, had it not been for the
ugly controversy surrounding the
entry of the men of Phi Sigma
Alpha.
i " ; The Sigs were
disqualified for what was interpreted
as a rascist act. The Sigs had staged
from Brooklyn, Hew York, and now
serves as ISC secretary. A member
of Phi Omega Sigma - (Fourth
Section). Aubrey also runs "for the
Wooster track teams during the
entire year.
Don Haut
.
is also an
Omega, and enters his second year
as Parliamentarian. Don is from
Alexandria, Virginia, and is very
busy as a senior chemistry-biolog- y
double major. Haut is also a
member of the Fighting Scot
swimming team, and has served on
the Greek Life Committee.
Like Haut, Dave Hunter is
entering his second year as an ISC
officer. Dave, a senior computer
science major, is from Silver
Spring, Maryland, and will return as
Treasurer. Hunter has been involved (ISC) was formed several years ago
wth the Babcock program board, to coordinate the activities of
Newman Catholic Association, and sections on the campus of The
has served as a computer councellor College of Wooster. This past year,
mu?-,;- ' .PT!', member f.?S P"55" new constitution " and
7rMK Week
Fun filled activities, speakers and just plain good fun
By Scott Spangler (
a lip-sy- ne to a Bruce Springsteen-son- g
and dressed up as look-a-lik- e
to Springsteen and his E Street
band. Instead of asking one of the
four black members of the section,
the Sigs picked a white member, in
black face paint, to portray Clarence
Clemmons, the black saxophonist
for Springsteen. '
.The Sigs were warned
beforehand not to use the white
member and that if they did it might
lead to disqualification.
In protest to the
Sigs disqualification, the other
sections gave up the points that
they had won in the contest. So, at
the end of the evening, all of. the
sections stood even with each other.
'' The Alpha Gams
dominated the club competition in
the lip-sy- nc contest. , The Peanuts
came in second, with the EKO's
bringing up the tail end.
, " Jeff Moore,
vice-preside- nt of the Inner Section
Council, the sponsors of Greek
Beta Kappa Phi (First Section). '
; (.. Rounding out the cabinet
is senior Pat Schmitz, another Beta,
Pat is a political science major, and
lives in Avon.' Ohio. In addition to
serving as Public Relations Director, ;
Schmitz is a member of the
Leadership Seminar, a teaching
assistant, a participant in the
Washington .Semester -- J: and
Governor's Honors programs, and is
a sports announcer for WCWS.
All ISC officers are open
to suggestions on how to improve
the organization. Participation is
encouraged, and the meetings are
open to all section members.
.
More
information on ISC may be obtained
from any section president, ISC
officer, or Jayne Culp, ISC advisor
and Assistant Dean of Students.
ISC: Goals
Inter-Sectio- n Council
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Week, commented on ' the contest,
"Overlooking the controversy, the,
whole event was a rousing success,
with a turn-o- ut that took Ich's to
new levels of attendance."
On Thursday,
following the lip-sy- nc contest, the
ISC sponsored a talk by Bob Dean
oh the dangers of crack and cocaine.
The talk was supposed to have been
held in the pit in Lowry Center, but
India Week had everything reserved.
Also on
Thursday was the Red Cross Blood
drive and the People to People
canned food drive. For the second
straight year, Greeks contributed
heavily to both of these worthy
causes.
Friday and
Saturday, in cooperation with the
good weather, saw the onset of such
events as the fireman's relay, the
human pyramid, tug-of-w- ar (all held
on
Friday), the keg' toss, the scavenger
hunt, and the egg drop, , held on
has developed into, a well-organize- d
group prepared to pursue a variety of
goals. ..- - "f ivOne. goal of ' J.SC is to
promote section unity. ' Greek
organizations will always have their
critics, and the sections at Wooster
have slowly realized that they
cannot - progress, eveiT survite,
with internal dissention. ,
When section unity is
achieved, ISC .begins "to. kwork on
promoting Greek life on campus.
ISC sponsors
.
group activities,
publicizes community . service
projects and Greek life in general,
and strives to remind the campus
that ISC and the individual sections
are viable campus organizations
which add to the spirit , of
community at The College of
Wooster..
.. Finally, ISC is a social
organization. Each spring, Greek
Week is sponsored , by ISC in
cooperation with the Inter-Clu- b
Council (ICC). Happy hours are
held at different --times during the
year, and speakers, such as Bob
.Dean (alcoholism ..awareness.
Saturday.
After having
worked up a man-size- d thirst during
these insane events, the participants
of Greek - Week enjoyed an all-Gre- ek
happy hour Saturday night,
during which the overall winners
were announced. . f
.The - Sigs! won with
thirty-fo- ur and a quarter points with
the Omegas right behind at
twenty-si- x and a quarter points and
the Betas coming in - third . with
twenty-on- e and a quarter points. As
for the women the Alpha Gams took
home the . trophy with sixty-tw- o
points , out of a possible seventy.
The Crandalls were second and
Peanuts were third. '
Asked to
comment on the Greek week overall,
Moore had this to say, "It was the
best Greek week ever, with at least
300 people out enjoying the
fireman's relay, tug-of-w- ar, human
pyramid and the other events.".
KX JBKO EA OAT XCV
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.Th system . of local
fraternities provides a unique balance
between national, organizations., and
no Greek, life at, all,, ; ISC. supports
this. balance and strives, jp uphold it
within, the structures, of; The; College
of . Wooster. , Meetings are held on
Sunday nights at nine in Lowry 119.
All interested section, members are
strongly urged to attend. , . -
As the semester comes to a
close and everyone is preparing for
their finals. Inter Club Council is
making plans for "next semester.
Elections for I.C,C. have just passed
and pur newly elected officers are:
Sari Potier, President;, Megan
Karsh, Vice President; Margaret
Pierman, Treasurer; Jennifer Smith,
Secretary;
, Linda Stevenson. W.R.C.
Representative ;
.
Cass , Whittington, ...
Campus Council Representative;
Lori Thorrat, Publicity Chair. '.,. .
; ; Activities for I.C.C. will
begin quite early next year with first
year student Move-I- n on Wednesday
August 26. all club members, who
volunteered for this program should
remember to make plans , to return
early in the fall to help.
Besides welcoming, new
students to Wooster at Scot Spirit
Day on August 30.. LC.C, will also
be involved in the new S.G.A.
Companion program for first year
students next semester and
encourages all club members to take
part as. well,..,
.,Jt
, - Looking even farther ahead
into next semester, I.C.C. has
already started making plans for the
General Fall Rush. Starting next
year there will be two general rushes,
instead , of , just one. The first,
scheduled for September 25, will be
held outside and will involve an as
yet un-nam- ed activity, while the .
second, on October 14. will be more .
informative. With these two rushes
and a new updated brochure. I.C.C.
is hoping to attract more women
than ever to taking an interest and
joining a women's club.
I.C.Cs last meeting of the
semester win be this Sunday May 3
at 5 pjn. in Bissman 8th section
lounge, the meetings are open and
all club members are welcome to
attend.
Flair Travel ';;
. Consultants ".
346 E. Bowman St
Call ,
264-650- 5
YourEURAILPASS
headquarters
JUST OFF THE
COLLEGE CAMPUS
Ohio Travel Agent
Registered TA0305
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ECOS Recycling Project
By Graham Rayman
When the campus-wid- e
recycling program was begun by the
members of : Myers House, only the
most optimistic believed that il
would come off as a success.
Throughout the year members of the
administration and the head of the
maintenance department had little
faith in the program. In fact,
maintenance thought that the
Washington
Update
By Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum
year has arrived an assessment must
be made. Did the misgivings of the
program's critics have any validity
or was the program actually a
success? Program Chair David
Banigan seems to think that it was a
success. Banigan said, "In starting
the program our estimates were much
lower than in actuality."
The group estimated 500
students could never come together pounds of aluminum to be recycled,
long enough to pull off an organized but by the end of the year they had
on going project such as this. collected 670 pounds.- - In addition
The purpose of the program Banigan said that another 140
was to collect as many aluminum pounds will come in. .And at 24
cans as possrTeising specifically cents a "pound, that is nearly $200
designated receptacles placed in that can be put back into the
strategic locations around campus, organization. "We want the
In addition, the more far reaching' program to be totally
goal was to increase student self-sufficien- t," said Banigan, "and
awareness; through environmental, look to increase our recycling
concerns. Now that the end of the! efficiency next year."
WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN TO YOU?
I know that sometimes President's veto of the Clean
you may wonder just, what is ..Waer Act. That, yptc also
going on in Washington. We
act on hundreds of bills each
year. My guess is that some-
times you ask what all this ac-
tivity has to do with your life.
Frankly, some has more im-
pact than others. Starting with
this column, I will be writing
to you weekly to tell you
about some of the issues most
directly related to you.
For instance, a few weeks
ago, Republicans and
Democrats joined together to
overturn President Reagan's
veto of the Highway Bill.
What did it mean to you? A
lot.
That bill means more
than 2S.000 jobs to Ohio and
an infusion of nearly $500
million dollars this year into
Ohio's economy. It means
work can begin this spring on
vital highway and mass tran-
sit projects throughout the
state.
The President called this
bill a budget buster, but he
was wrong. The money is al-
ready in the highway fund for
these projects because you put
it there. The 9 cents a gallon
tax you pay on gasoline is ear-
marked for highway and mass
transit construction. The
Highway Bill is returning our
fair share of that fund to
Ohio.
At the beginning of this
session, there was another im-
portant bipartisan veto over-
ride. Congress overturned the
meant ajot to Ohio. ,Only' New" York and
California will get more fed-
eral funds than Ohio for clean
water projects. Over nine
years, Ohio will get more than
a billion dollars to fight pol-
lution. Our state will get $137
million dollars this year alone
to modernize sewer systems in
communities all over the state.
Without those funds,
some communities would
have been forced to abandon
vitally important projects al-
ready underway. Others
would have no choice but to
dramatically raise sewer rates.
The President was wrong
in saying this bill is padded
with pork. It is a bill that
heeds the wishes of the Ameri-
can people. You want clean
water and a safer environment
and you have let us in Con-
gress know that this is a
proper use of your tax dollars.
This is already an ex-
tremely busy session. I intend
to help make it productive,
too, and this session I am in
a good position to do that. As
chairman of three subcommit-
tees, I have ihore responsibil-
ity and opportunity to in-
fluence important legislation.
I think you will be able to see
how these three subcommit-
tees (Labor, Antitrust, Ener-
gy Regulation and Conserva-
tion) can affect your lives.
My Subcommittee on
Labor will be looking for
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ways to prevent widespread
plant closings which hurt not
only workers and their fami-
lies, but their communities as
well. When plants do close,
we want to retrain workers to
keep pace with the changing
American economy. I just
held a hearing on my bill to
help dislocated workers hone
new skills. It has strong back-
ing in the Senate and the
House.
, .The Antitrust Subcom-.- ,
mittee I chair should make
sure that the government en-
forces laws already on the
books. Effective Antitrust
laws promote competition and
competition brings down
prices of the food you eat, the
cars you buyr and everything
else sold in the market place.
The Energy Regulation
and Conservation Subcom-
mittee I chair will try to make
sure that oil companies never
again raise gasoline prices
based on artificial shortages.
And we'll also keep an eye on
your gas bills.
I can't tell you with cer-
tainty all the legislation we
will enact, but I can tell you
that you can probably expect
a trade bill this year that re-
quires our trading partners to
play by the same rules we do.
I consider it a fair trade bill.
There will be legislation on
welfare reform, balancing the
budget, helping small busi-
ness, bankrupt pension plans, j
Great Lakes flooding, and
much, much more.
I will try to keep you in-
formed without using legalese
and legislative mumbo-jumb- o.
And if these columns
are too technical, or compli-
cated, please write me and tell
me so. On the other hand, if
they help you know better
what your government is do-
ing, that's great. And you
might want to write to tell me
that, too.
howard jdnes
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Frankly Speaking
America today is truly
the exception to the nrlethat has
been in effect since the dawn of
mam The rule of poverty and few
freedoms,-- . Today, we accept such
freedoms such as the religion of our
choosing and of free speech as
given, as if the Constitution made
them universal and imperishable.
Obviously untrue, you say. those
freedoms remain only because we
allow them to. You're probably also
thinking that I should not preach to
you something already known and
understood. I would argue that you
are wrong. Our freedoms are not
truly understood by all. They are
taken for granted. I would provide
for my proof die actions of many
Americans.
The history of man has
been one of empire and with empires
come emperors. These men (very
rarely women) often held near
absolute power over their domains.
An emperor at times may have
shared power with other noble
families, but only because he had no
choice. Either way, if you were not
a member of the ruling class, you
were out of luck. Your political
power would have, been nil, notthat
jnany wouia nave wanieamore.
however. The common pesant or "
craftsmen was taught from birth to
respect higher authority, often for
religions reasons. In ancient Egypt
.
or Mesoamerica, the king himself
was considered a god. His word was
law. You didn't question it What if
you did, you ask? The! you would
have been punished under a fair ruler
or killed under a less understanding ,
one. but the reasons for such an
action probably wouldn't be what
you think. Yes. the emperor might
be angry over the inpertinence of
one
.
of his subjects, but the your
greatest crime would be that you
questioned ' the sums quo. You
would have questioned your very
society and asked why it was that
some where on the top and most on
the bottom. You would have been
punishH because you threatened the
established order. Let me give you
an example in history: The
persecution of Christians by the
Romans, even when an otherwise
fair and just emperor was in power.
The Roman government never had
anything against Christians, per se,
but they did view Christians as
disloyal subjects. As you might
know, -- Christians refuse to honor
any god besides God. It is
unfortunate that the Romans viewed ,
worshiping the- - state gods (of which
the current emperor was often one)
as a necessity if you wished to be a
good citizen. Not doing would be
compatible to today burning the
MS. flag or refusing to be drafted.
The Christians were defying . the
established order and they paid for
.if To be fair, I must point out the
sad fact that all people seem to be
tlie. same-- . In. the late v .
Roman. Empire, when Christianity
became the. religion of the
Emperors, the Christian church
persecuted pagans terribly.
:-'--
. It is obvious from
history that . minority viewpoints
where often mistreated or worse. It
is ' ironic then that it is such
viewpoints that are so important to
the advancement of civilization, and
not just in technology. Those
societies with the fewer barriers to
1 - tr. , n
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free thought usually prosper more
than those stifle the same. It can be
seen time and time again that
progress in all fields of endevor is
dependant on the- - need and
willingness to
.
proceed. Progress
only occurs in enviroments that
encourge it.
What's the point of all
this, you ask? The answer is that
America and its people have to be
open to new ideas or at the very
least respect other viewpoints. I'm
not really talking about technology,
but rather such things as opinion
and especially religion. If there is
one thin that can split the world
apart,' it is religous differences. If
you encounter someone with a
different veiwpoint on life or
religion, respect that persons
beliefs. That doesn't mean you can't
try to convince someone of your
beliefs, but at the same time you
can't be . insulting. You may not
believe this, but youll be a better
person if you are open to differing
opinions. Despite the fact that
someone may be of a different race,
religion. - or nationality, you can
gain something if the two of you are
willing to respect each other.: The
world would be a better place if
everyone realized that everyone else
was a human being just like
themselves, rather than an "enemy"
or "infidel". It is important that
Americans accept other Americans
and the people of the world as they
are and not as what you may think
they should be. As I said above,
doing so will only promote progress
and make , America better
intellectually and spiritually.
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So. what are you; going to "do wi th
your degree? Consider enrol ling'
in the SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
at KENT STATE UNIVERSITY.'; a one
year ' accredited program leading to
a Master's
opportunity
kinds ; of
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Exposing sin, drag queens, and spiritua! sfarvaflion
Next . . .
By KIM FRANCE
1987 is young, but already there's been a
good amount of scandal. First there was
Irangate, unquestionably a big deal, and
then the controversy surrounding "Baby
M." But it wasn't until Jim and Tammy
Bakker made the covers of both Tim and
Niwiwk that copies of both of
those magazines were sold out of every
store in Oberlin.
Why has something like Heavengate
attracted so much media attention? Why is
a town like Oberlin, filled with individuals
who are alledgedly occupied with more
worthwhile diversions so captivated by this
story? No small part of this has to do with
the fact that we've suspected they were
frauds all along, and that there's some-
thing at least a little vindicating in seeing
these proponents of the far right be
exposed as hypocrites.
The prototypical greedy TV evangelist is
as much a part of American Culture as any
other TV insipired persona. In the cult
movie "Repo Man," the main character
approached his parents and asks if he can
have the money they've been saving for his
education. Mom and Dad are fastened to
the couch, watching their favorite evangel-
ist on TV. "We don't have that money
anymore," Dad says, and takes a hit from
his joint, "we gave it all to him," Mom
says, pointing to the man in the white suit
on TV.
One doesn't have to watch Sunday
morning to be familiar with these
evangelists, or with their money making
tactics. Surely this too plays a part in our
fascination with the controversy: From
Oral Roberts' spiritual blackmail to the
Republican Presidential Candidate Pat
Robertson's "Old Time Gospel Hour" to the
now defunct "Jim and Tammy Show,"
these money making tactics are often so
humorous as to defy parody.
Jim and Tammy were the smoothest
operators around when it came to getting
viewers to get out their checkbooks. He
would appear at the beginning of every
show wearing some pastel colored cardigan
and matching slacks, with his shirt
casually unbuttoned at the neck. Tammy,
with her heavily made-u- p face looked, as
one "Heavengate" watcher indelicately
phrased it, "like the drag Queen of the
Universe." Jim and Tammy would talk to
guests and Tammy would sing, and then
they'd both talk for a while about the
wonderf illness of God. Tammy was fond of
claiming "He is aooo good.! Then; without
the viewer even noticing the transition,
they'd be talking about the missionary
fund, or their theme park. Heritage Park
USA, and about how badly funds were
needed. And while Jim spoke of the need
for viewer donations. Tammy would begin
to cry. Tammy had an almost supernatural
ability to cry at the precise moment Jim
mentioned viewer donations.
Senior Aft Majors Display Final Projects During Senior Week
By Amy Stratton
We feel vindicated that these people who
were ripping off so many honest Americans
got the whistle blown on them, then. But to
play (pardon the pun) devil's advocate for
a moment, maybe it's OK that people place
taitn in frauds like Jim and Tammy.
Because they provide hope for these
people, and they promise salvation. How
arrogant of our college-educate-d selves,
then, to look down on these people just
because their leap of faith was only as far
as the TV dial. People like Jimmy Swag-ga- rt
give people faith. Plus, it's about as
good entertainment as any other late night
cable TV offering. What's so harmful about
that? Nothing, right?
Well, not exactly. Because while our
college educated selves are sitting around
the TV, drinking beers and laughing at
Tammy's makeup, which is getting all
ruined because she's crying again, we stop
to listen to what exactly it is she's crying
about. And it's the' struggle of the Freedom
Fighters in Nicaragua. Or maybe she's
weeping over the plight of those little
babies who will never experience the
miracle of life because of the evil and
murderous act of abortion.
Most every evangelist appears to be pro-co-n
tra. And they are all anti-aborti- on
rights. That one of Jim and Tammy's
favorite subjects was their home for unwed
mothers is not so harmful in and of itself.
However, a related controversy has
recently been uncovered in New York,
although it is believed to be taking place
nationally. Religious anti-aborti-on groups
In her prints she has captured the . Different combinations of shape and
The end of the semester paradox of the simultaneous
is being marked by an explosive existence of exotic beauty in the
grand finale of student art work on midst of extreme poverty. This
campus. Three art majors have their , quality is especially evident in the
senior I.S. exhibits in Frick Museum eyes of her subjects. The prints are
until May 3. Gretchen Dow has an complemented by brief paragraphs
emotionally subtle collection of that describe incidents and feelings
photographs of India, some of she experienced while in India,
which appeared along the Lowry Aggie Belt is exhibiting
Center art wall earlier this semester, a variety of ceramic vessels.
treatment, provide, an interesting
collection. -
Crista Goddard's exhibit
of sculpture and charcoal drawing is
diverse and intriguing. She has
created abstract studies of human
forms in two and three dimensions.
Her untitled alabatser sculptures are
beautifully curvaceous and sensual,
charged with unabashed sexuality.
FOR
11:00 a.m. MWF classes
1:00 p.m. MWF classes
9:00 a.m. MWF classes
' "EXAM TIMES " FOR
8:30 a.m. ' 12:00 noon MWF classed
rAc 3:00 p.m. MWF classes I
1:30 p.m. 8-9:- 20 a.m.-TT- H classes --
7:30 p.m. 9:30-10:- 50 a.m. TTH classes
EXAM TIMES
. 8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
FOR
8:00 a.m. MWF classes
1-2- :20 p.m. TTH classes
OPEN
have neen setting up fake women's clinics.
When women come in for pregnancy tests,
they are led to a "waiting room" and
shewn anti-aborti- on films like "The Silent
Scream."
Tipper Gore has won the hearts of these
evangelists with her crusade to ban records
which she finds to contain lyrics which are
so violent as to potentially affect today's
youth. Jimmy Swaggart telling teen-age-d
girls not to have abortions is just as fright-
ening as the sado-masochist- ic lyrics of
heavy-met- al rock.
We laugh at people like Jim and Tammy,
we get scared of them, we call them evil.
But we can not ignore that they are
extremely popular with thousands and
thousand of people. Heritage Park USA is
Jim Bakker's new multimillion dollar
theme park, built with money from viewer
donations. Heritage Park has on its --
grounds a church, a cafeteria, a hotel and
"Main Street USA," an "Olde time"
shopping mall which resembles nothing if
not a human Habitrail. Heritage Park has
the third highest number of visitors of any
theme part in America last summer. It was
beaten only by Disneyland and Disney-worl- d.
And Jimmy Swaggart's Bible Col-
lege, which opened in 1984, received 18,000
applications for 400 spaces in its inaugural
year. Part of what this means' should not
come as such a big surprise; that many.
Americans feel spiritually starved. As
products of our consumer culture, we look
for spirituality in the flashiest packages.
osion at rrick and McILenzier: i ss!i coion form,t umer iigurcs arc caircu iium viic uuuu yuuipiiuuui
basswcxxl, Oakland sandstone.
"Body Language,"
"'Spriggs' canvasses are devoted to
a entirely abstract studies of color and
collection of plaster and gauze texture. Figure drawings
scutature bv Nan Curtis, is on Anthony Lathrop and a series
by
of
display along the art wall and at the black and white photographs by
base of the spiral staircase in Lowry Camm B rough ton add to the
Center until. May 12. The works' diversity of the show,
explore non-verb- al methods of- - The zenith of creativity
communication. The exhibit is the in this exhibit is a collection of
culmination of Curtis' senior I.S. imaginative visual variations in
The show at McKenzie book format. . Kristin' Pflumm and
Gallery this week is a collection Angela de Rozario's creations are
that represents the diverse talents amusing and highly entertaining,
and interests of nine students, responding to a childish delight in
Engravings by Aline Roberts the silly and unusual that is too
illustrate scenes fron the fairy tale often buried underneath more serious
Beauty and the Beast, The Lion, the "grown-up- " concerns. In the front
Witch and the Wardrobe, and a verse of one of Pflumm's books is a
from the book of Matthew. The quotation by Vincent van Gogh that .
highly detailed illustrations have seems an appropriate tribute to the
dramatic qualities that verge on artistic endevors made by so many'
being painfully sad almost talented individuals during the past
nightmarish. Silkscreen prints by year, which I will leave you with:1
Ted Byrne provide a foil to Roberts' "A bit of sand, sea and sky are
work in their cheerful, eye-catchi- ng serious objects, so difficult, but a:
brightness. His colors and the same time so beautiful, that it is;
compositions are playful and indeed worthwhile to devote one's;
pleasing to the eye. Diana life to the task of expressing the;
Goldfeder 'exhibits catchyrcreative poetry hidden in them." ;
samples of ' commercial art. and
Sarah Louise Smith adds some humor
to; the ihow; with " her
representational sculptures." She
used scrap metal to synthesize two
abstract human forms, and, three .
others are created with organic
materials and highlighed with
decorative paint. They appear" to
have been inspired by African ritual
masks. Sarah Bushnell and Ben
Spriggs : .have,' nil. paintings
I on display. Bushnell's areof Jigures
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ByTomJonet
Tonight, my fellow
Americans, having
.
faithfully '
executed my duties as president to
the best of my abilities, I announce
my intention .to resign office. My
recent success in missile reduction
negotiations . with Soviet Premier
Gorbachev : has : been the most
rewarding and fulfilling action of my
presidency; now it is time for me to
bow out-
-
Vice-Preside- nt Bush will
take the Presidential oath shortly
from Chief Justice Rehnquist .
Subsequently, White House Chief of
Staff Howard Baker will be sworn in
as Vice-Preside- nt. History will
remember my Presidency, the decade
of the eighties, as a time of peace .
and prosperity; a trend I am
confident will continue in George
Bushy administration. ...
Sound outlandish? I would
be inclined to think so as well, if it
did not make so much sense. My
purpose is not to overstate the
possibility of a Reagan resignation
in the near future; nevertheless,
consider the : advantages President
Reagan could accrue from just such
an action:
He would have a strong
finish, which would never be
underestimated as an important
factor in the historical evaluation of
a president's legacy. The recent talk
of a new arms pact with the Soviet
Union, despite objectives from
Reagan is' a "war monger," by
assuming the mantle of a peace
maker. As only conservative
Richard Nixon could have played the
"China Card" fourteen years ago,
only the so-call- ed
militaristic" Reagan could negotiate
a genuine arms . reduction pact
without debilitating opposition for
the Right.
As former arms negotiator
Brent . Scowcraf t said recently,
"Who's going to object to an arms
control agreement that Ronald
Sianfay KufrricEi's
Reagan says, is OJC.?" When the By resigning, Reagan could re-uni-fy
pending agreement i is officially his party and preclude what appears
signed and secured, what better time k. to be shaping up as an approaching
to leave office? Why hang around? Bush-bashi- nc primary battle. With
Nothing Reagan could do after The "Reagan gone,' the Republicans could
Henry Kissenger and journalist arms pact could surpass or enhance run an mcumbenf for president inGeorge Will,, will become a his previous accomplishments and, ggt which would be-- difficult to
sparkling reality. Once again in fact the lingering strands of the defeat. Bush has appeasedReagan will confound his critics. Iran affar could flare up and conservative doubts about his
who have exhaustively argued that- - permanently damage . bis historical candidacy within the party
reputation--- why risk it? , ' sufficiently warrant . Reagan's
, Imagine what our historical annointment. but perhaps not
impression of Nixon might have enough to avoid tough conservative
been if he had called it quits after opposition in the primary, rby
his China coup. What if Carter could relinquishing to Bush, Reagan would
have cut out after the Camp David assure the continuation of a
accords? This fall, Reagan will have Republican administration, and
a golden chance to leave office as a hencelengthen the shadow of his
recognized peacemaker (which I kagacy. Imagine if Eisenhower had
believe is his 1 highest aspiration) itepped aside for' Nixon in 1960:
and to be remembered by posterity Kennedy would never, have" been
as a successful president.- - president. The schism between
Reagan can practically liberal and conservative elements "in
assure Republican victory in 1988. the Republican party which
VA.'ri JLf Km Jt
EH txss
seems . imminent could
now
then , b
'avoided.. .... -
w , The debt of gratitude which
Reagan owes Howard Baker for :
relinquishing 'presidential
.
aspirations to help him out of the .
. Iran ' affair ; couW"be -- repaid.sjA
Vice-President- ial position would- - be
the perfect way, to ' reward. JBaker's
- sacrifices --that were-made- -, when; he
a
.t . ' r unit. u..
Chief of Staff. No person alive is
; more-- ' qualified: to- - preside over the .
" , ! ' ? ij ...
tenure as majority . leader of - that
: body.; Baker is a master campaigner
who would make an" attractive",
addition to ."any political ;jicket
running in IV88. J'ernaps a deal has,
already been made between Reagan
and Baker lor this to happen.
Last and most important
rirsi ukjv riancy Keagan u anong
supporter of Reagan's 'iearlly .
departure. : Nancy ' is .extremely
protective of her husband, as 1
demonstrated recently by her role in v:
the firing of former Chief of Staff ,
Donald Regan, and the President
takes her counsel seriously.- -.
Reagan's age and health he's been'
shot, has had three operations, and
is sullennE trom a nearmc loss nas
made the First Lady jittery: she more,
than anybody else is concerned for
.
Reagan's historical reputation and
wants to make sure he. lives long '
enough after his presidency to to
write his memoirs and secure his --
historical status. Nancy . is the
administration for arms control as r
welL and would be pleased if Reagan '
rests on m peacemaker reputation.
She would certainly be in favor if ;
President Reagan considered an early ;
withdrawal and her favor cannot be
underestimated, do not bet your last ;
'dime that President Reagan ; will
resign the chances are that he will i
not. such a move would be serious '
precedent entailing . complex'
constitutional and moral problems. ,
DUI u u IS not ua.ciy, U KUI U lj
an intriguing possibility. --
v .
' Do not have a heart attack'
if it happens or if the press begins .
to seriously discuss such a move. I
.
.i. iwnen you stop vj ullu& . ui. , it ,
mmcaxwopTtV rTf5- - Bmaimi QiT! wouio . maxe a ioi oi sense.. ..
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medical care
without it, and you probably
should not die without it. It's
insurance. The recent liabili-
ty insurance crisis brought
home to most of us how es-
sential insurance is in our
daily lives.
The emergency may ap-
pear to be subsiding, but the
problem is still there. It's true
that many people, businesses,
communities, and day care
centers who were denied in-
surance at the height of the
crisis are now covered again.
But it's also true that you have
to pay exorbitant rates for this
coverage.
For too long, the insur-
ance industry has been afford-
ed, unique unwarranted pro-
tections by the federal govern-
ment. These protections have
hurt the individual purchaser
of insurance, from the elder-
ly person buying unnecessary
and costly health coverage to
the small business owner that
has never had a liability claim
filed against him but is forced
to pay huge premiums. It's
time for change.
Just recently, I succeed-
ed in reversing a limitation on
the federal government's abil-
ity to probe the insurance in-
dustry. In 1980, Congress
blocked the Federal Trade
Commission, the one federal
agency charged with protect-
ing consumer interests, from
.investigating insurance
abuses. The Senate adopted
my
Washington I ;
Update t
By Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum
WHAT THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY NEEDS
IS FREE COMPETITION
You can't drive a car
without it, you can't get a
mortgage without it, you can't
afford most
my amendment ordering the
FTC to study the sale of
"medigap" health insurance
to elderly people and the in-
crease in liability insurance
rates for small businesses, day
care centers, local communi-
ties, doctors, and others. This
will help to make public criti-
cal information on insurance
industry practices.
But this won't be
enough. It's time to look at
this industry more closely.
Most people don't realize that
the insurance, industry does
not have to abide by the same
rules of free competition that
other industries must follow.
For more than 40 years, the
insurance industry has been
exempt from federal laws pro-
hibiting price fixing and other
anti-competiti- ve activities. If
ever there was a good reason
for this exemption, it no
longer exists.
This exemption, known
as the McCarran-Ferguso- n
Act, allows the industry lo
avoid the discipline of the
marketplace in setting rates, in
setting terms of coverage, and
in furnishing information to
policyholders.
Those who buy houses
pay a fixed rate for the title in- -.
surance, not one set by free
competition. Small businesses
face enormous and often un-
justified rate increases, in part
because of the industry's sys-
tem of relying on jointly
recommended premiums.
Consumers who buy life
.
insurance face page after page
of complex, unintelligible jar-
gon without a dear statement
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of the rate of return on their
investment. Dentists and doc-
tors are forced to buy from
two or three, sometimes only
one malpractice insurer which
bases its rates on those recom-
mended by the industry. And
some wonder if the insurance
companies reach up into the
sky to pluck out a number,
rather than setting the rates
based on their past insurance
experience. At a recent hear-
ing I held on the McCarran-Ferguso- n
Act, the industry
vigorously opposed my bill to
repeal its exemption.
Representatives of the indus-
try said they already have all
the regulation they need at the
state level. But state insurance
commissions are often too
close to the industry, or just
too small and too underfund-
ed to take on the nationwide
practices of some of the coun-
try's largest firms. We heard
from the states themselves
that the exemption had out-
lived whatever justification it
once had. In fact, the
try is becoming more isolated.
At my hearing, both the Fed-
eral Trade Commission chair-
man and the head of the
Justice Department's An-
titrust Division supported
repeal of McCarran-Ferguso- n.
The bill I introduced is
very simple. It would repeal
the McCarran-Ferguso- n Act
and the special exemption it
provides for the insurance in-
dustry. State laws would be
unaffected. No new federal
agencies would be needed. My
bill merely adds the insurance
industry to all the other indus-
tries that must obey federal
laws on free competition and
consumer protection. .:
Insurance Js vitally im-
portant to every phase of
American life. The industry
does not need any more ad-
vantage over us than that. Let
the marketplace settle the rest.
Competition win be good for
the industry, and more impor-
tant, good for the consumer.
Following the
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rrIypaimig'WithrTama Janowitz
By Tama Janow itz
' TAMA JANOWITZ is the
author of Slaves of New York.
forthcoming in paperback from ,
Washington Square Press Pocket
Books, and American Dad (Crown
Paperbooks, June),
We asked Tama Janowitz to
.discuss her writing:
So it's like this:'' .for
tome time I've been hanging around
I
.at a lot of different places. And
where I ve been, it s mostly
downtown. The things I've seen,
while I was there I kept my mouth
r "Shut. But later, when I got home, I
wrote down what I saw. And this
involved the action on the street, '
vhich most of the time was violent
And the interaction between people,
V i 1 -wmcn was aiso preuy vioiem.
because there are a lot of people
being stepped on by those people
,vho want power, and this means
jthere are a lot of people who are
trying to get someplace. Where
they're trying to get, I don't know.
But to me, this was pretty funny in
black way.
Also, what people wore,
Vhat they said to each other, what
--they were interested in, how their
houses and places of entertainment
"looked. This interested me too. In.
New York, sometimes, to walk
around the streets and nightclubs
rfeefs like being in .a. movie, The
same actors keep reappearing, in
different locations. The whole
.business in low-budg- et production?.
Things fall off buildings, people
.'faint on the street, cars drive on the
sidewalk. And the store windows are
filled with surrealistic sci-- fi gizmos.
After a while I looked at
what I had written, it turned out that
r "what interested me was the art world.
.To me this means being downtown,
usually without money, and
e observing people who are painters,
or musicians, or clothing designers",
or art dealers, --or jewelry designers,.
And so my stories have all these
people in them.
CAMPUS NEWS NOTES
Edited by Kate Wolfe
STUDENTS, PROFS
PROTEST A NORTH ADAMS
STATE COLLEGE BUILDING'S
SMELL .
Fourty studenu and profs
demonstrated and chanted "To Hell
HI!.!. .1 c 11" 1 . - .FTAft ftal
"
. . ....
ute iviassacnuseiis caiupu uuuuuig
. v io.'--- fto stop smelling,I.? rears jota rooi
leaking have created a sludge that
runs down the walls and efttfe what
Professor Ne McLeop?aui. an
"emetic" smeit campus rresioem
ivalnenne i lSWKcr s ouice icuncu
rushing instead to fix othef
'i..:u:
but may get to the NASC-bund-
mg
this summer. s ;?
THE
Now this makes me feel
good: : all this time I had been
hanging around, observing, but I
hadn't seen anybody else observing,
because most people were too busy
living and trying to get
somewhere to become famous or
rich. People were being mean to
people who weren't rich or famous
and nice to those who were. Why?
I felt ' it was important that
somebody write down the social
mores of our times. Which are
basically pretty funny, even though
a lot of violence is involved.
For example, I was
living with one man, an artist. And
one day my father asked me, "What
kind of things does your boyfriend
paint?"
I had to be truthful. "He
paints "pictures of Woody
Woodpecker," I said. What really
concerned my ex-boyfrie- nd in his
work was the struggle between Good
and Evil, but what he painted was
picture of Woody Woodpecker, often
And in a city where there are more
in scenes taken from the
Bible.
See, like I say I felt it
was important for someone to record
the social mores. And I think I did
it, at least partially. What I wanted
to .be was a sort of modern Jane
Austen. Because now when we read
behaved at teatime, and that they ate
vtwij, . - i
urrr rrnvfrrifA with pettin? married
. . . , , , .because they had no other choice.
Now, instead of eating
crumpets,, we, go out to a nightclub
and take Ecstasy and drink beer,
women than men, and people are
still looking for some, kind . of
primary bonding, with the opposite
sexi there' rare just as many '
challenges involved in lining up a
mate for men and for women. But y,i
there are no parents to. arrange a-pro- per
marriage. So "there are ;
modern equivalents t to "what Jane
V
-- ilc 'colHARVARD BUSINESS.:
SCHOOL'S PAPER RUN5 A
'COVER LETTER' CONTEST f-
The Harbus News,, which
anxious to see what students wouHK
...11. ...n t a I rtf-tC- thu..t
.
schu wiu imuhim ,
i tin :f?weeK.empioyersirerea m gin,
cetificates for the best spoof letter i. ta .penAouse ,m.g,zinet
"If you have an ounce fwiose ie.iB ,''.uptd
compassion in your.taur, arooicaiiy
pertect oooy, you wm conacsccnu
crani me .an mwniew wi man;,
.Hfo xBidflSthe: recruiung processj r
,
.11i-- j r . I
used in your drug screening
process,-- ; t addoq, f.
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Austen was writing. Or like;.
Dostoyevsky: he wrote The Idiot,
where poor old Prince Mishkin had
his visionary fits. Nowadays people
have to supply their own escapist
visions through the use of outside
chemical stimulation. So even
though conditions have changed, it
seems clear that people are still
looking for some kind of Salvation,
And those who aren't in search of :
Salvation, per se, feel they can find
it in Fame and Fortune.
These things maybe "
aren't different from what the ancient
Greeks wanted, but what is different ,T
is the intensity of modern life in
New York. It's like the difference
between a 78 rum record and a
33-1- 3. Only now we have the1
compact disc player, and I don'tJ
know what speed that's at.
At this time, even
though I was like an invisible fly
nn th wall T would send out m V
little observations, and what pleased
me was that many places were
interested in what I had to say. The
New Yorker, Bomb, Spin. Interview,
Between C & D, The Paris Review,
.Top Stories, Mississippi .Review,
Sni-U-l Tnt New York T1k. The"
East Village Eye. . .a wide range pf
publications were interested in
hearing from me. It made me feel
(even though I never run into
.k .nvm,M .h.t
lT. ... .Jr.im .t
?btfier' . P .,r .- m- . r 1parts of the country; People
-
do like to know what s going on:
that way they can figure out if
they're behaving correctly,, or else
el superior, which " Is. always: .
pleasant. 'But of course, my vision,
m writing, is .-- limited; v- It's about .
yhow I see the world. And nobody
has to agree with that. But maybe
they would be horrified, which is
O.K. Or maybe they would find it
good for a laugh. Even better.
it MISSISSIPPI
PRINTS PHONE NUMBER OF
;ThF WRONG HOT
PROSPECTS
The Daily Mississippian,
:vU1C J miaiioaiia a w dh,. .
"? ?
. 7 "nh?L thev
-
M --nt nftUVWOll IW1 MM 'vaw lm"m
.naionaiv Urw,f.intent dav la.t ;
. Rut the number belonged
a,e voice , makinr , ,exual.
cv WMti ,BOrts
-
information office, which provided
ojuKii.tv.s, . a7. xanis'
" iBStlm 0rv.. -t r . .
I
vol i"r..
-- ioqfH
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GREEKS
A Year In Transition
' s. ; -.-- -'
by Mark G. Bcaven
- It's t been., a busy,, and
exciting time forvihe Greeks ir the
-- past few weeks. As the weather was
getting warmer the sections on
campus began to hold their ., big
sprin events. As is tradition for
many of the Sections, this time of
'year is reserved for spending more
time with new section brothers, this
'is why people tend to see fewer
open campus parties. -- Those who
have organized a formal can explain
the overwhelming costs and plans
'needed to get them off the ground.
Soon after Spring Break
came the first of the Section Spring
Formals. The first April Saturday
was the Omega formal at the Holiday
Inn Lakeside. After finishing out its
Darticination in Greek Week, Beta
Kappa Phi, as has been tradition for
many years now. held their annual
Spring Formal at the Quaker Square
HiltenV'on, April? J 2.- - The next
weekend was certainly a busy one
bevond iust beina the Easter
holiday. Friday the 17th was a new
". .. .
.tradition following m Uie footsteps'
of the famous Baccannalia. Both
the OATS and Crandalls came
together to put on "Spring Fesr," as
in the fall it was held out at the
fetturthrm.dtf3featmed three different bands. AJWnew
.HHStSon -- to . the event was the
transportation by ; bus between the
campus and the campground. While
the field was a bit muddy, it was
easy to see on Saturday the amount
Clot
Cut3 ksstt
, 'KING TOM QUITS AS i
MARYLAND'S STUDENT
PRESIDENT ; v
Thomai Cooper, who. 18
months ago won the student
government presidency running as
the absurdist candidate ;"King TpnCf.on
resigned his office, citing tbadj gradesj
and "a bum knee.", Queen, Virginia
Russell, CooperV ..rusminf ,
said, "I'm ready to slit my wrists."
-
i . ' , : ,v ;;t
:,:.
' CORNELL FRATrCEtS'IW'wV'.K1IN TROUBLE FOR '.HIRING
STRIPPER r. . mtriv
,V rf oi:o ion vnettrp
a tttiWii
Phi KSinnliire11'two Svracu!
strippers- - and . held a. fValerttirie
BabT tlei.?Cornell holurterdMiciase the
- ,
- v
jtarassmentii'lifttci,' . inirtr f
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of people that had fun the preceding
night.
Saturday ? April 18.
besides being a beautiful day. offered
everyone the chance to hear
Bhootita and do some barbequeing
in the Armington quad. This event
was organized and sponsored by the
Omegas. Those not able to make it
to see the band were probably at
home for the Easter weekend or at
the Krapper formal whjch was also
held at the Quaker Squjje Hilton this
year. - Now thajf finals are
approaching the sections are trying
to get that laslbit of time in with
their brothers, especially those that
are graduating.
While this semester has
come to a close, the new officers in
Inter-Secti- on Council are already on
the move in planning next
semesters activities. First off. there
wlu "l "" vv"from each section to lielp' incoming
freshmen to move in for orientation
in late August. People can expect to
i . .u. A i .v.mh --h "J
second or third week back. Rush
dates have been set for late
September and. mid-Octob- er.
Sections and Clubs can also Took
with beer.J?$iVv2paid; for Tw both ISC" " andICC. So while afl we ISC members
e wishing all of you an enjoyable
- summer, , don't forget, to be
watching out for
.
--next semesters
activities.
foliar.
cerGSi?"
MQRE, ; , APAJITY'
SCHOOLS REBUFF PLAYBOY
0 r9lto-y- f Vermynt.and
Plymouth XNHJj tH ?oH.eje
students pronredothfx'djqmonsjate
when Playboy lt9fogSaflhe nye
.campus m.the 1 spring-t- o jntofo
lure female- ..students -- imp posing
unclothed . fo im. ; vPlayboy.
,:o-uodeU..il,.:,alli- ,
school it, named; in", a January TTop
.mm afarty .CoUegesartide, tasf weeK
Mercer.
. rfj
. AF.FI Q -- ul AT
RIN GfS ttW 8 nh H EALT H
ai 9Mlr2i srtlIJnctnrs, . renorted . thev
admitted 16. students who were ejlher
hold imuation rites, i acre-were- , nom
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Tornado Precautions
Tornado cont.
By Emily Tobias, Security Department
In a 20 year span, more than
300 killer tornadoes occurred in Ohio.
Spring is tornado season will you be
prepared? Just a few moments of
planning today could save your life to-morr- ow
Chief of Security Carl
Yund advised the following proce-
dures, in case of a tornado warning:
1) seek the lowest shelter pos-
sible, as upper stories are unsafe:
move to a basement of, if none are
available, to the center of a house or
building.
. j
2) Do noli elevators or tele
phones.
3) Stay away .from windows.
Do not bother trying to open them;
recent studies show that this time
should be used for evacuation proce-
dures, as this is the most important
priority.
4) Avoid gymnasiums, auditori-
ums or structures with long, low
The Tuition Spiral
2 '
S 17-7- 1
TO
roofs. These structures may easily
collapse in high winds.
5) Do not activate fire alarm un-
less actual flames are observed.
6) If caught outisde, move
away from the tornado's path at a right
angle and seek shelter by lying flat in
a ditch or ravine.
7) Avoid parked cars and mobile
homes. It is safer to be outside than
trapped within one of these structures!
Most tornadoes move from
southwest to northeast, often during
late afternoons when weather condi-
tions are most volatile. They are not
limited to this time, however. They
can occur 24 hours a day.
It is also important to under-
stand the difference between a storm
watch and a storm warning. A TOR-
NADO WATCH is when weather con-
ditions are conducive for a tornado to
develop. A TORNADO WARNING
T Aixpgrnvnoa
1987-8- 8 academic year.
Though tuition hiker-hav- e
outstripped inflatioin every year,
since 1978, administrators say they
need ' to keep imposing huge
increases to help pay faculty
members more, to compensate for
lower state and federal funding, to
repair their campuses and even to
bring in new computers.
"Many administrators tell
tom.k,mmCMKtt,im m m . u, Uw rt. rirf. Ut W c
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is when a funnel cloud has been cited
in the vicinity; take shelter immedi-
ately.
The local media actively partici-
pate in updating their audience in the
event of a tornado. Clear Pictures
Cable Services, for example, will in-
terrupt programming with a verbal and
graphic message should a warning be
issued. Additionally, local rado sta-
tions such as WWST 960 (AM),
WQKT 104 J (FMX of the College
station WCWS 91.9 (FM) provide
constant weather bulletins in. case of
severe of hazardous conditions.
"If everyone wold take a few
minutes to dunk ahead today," noted
Chief Yund, "it may just save their
lives tomorrow. Take a few moments
and prepare.
Further information is avail able
in the Security Office, located on the
ground floor of Lowry Center or by
calling extention 2S90.
Tuition Continues To Spiral Upward
By David A. Dean
Tuition nationwide has
risen once again, faster than the rate
of inflation. While the Consumer
Price Index, the measure of what
people pay for certain things, has
risen about two percent for goods
and services during the last year,
colleges in recent months have
announced they will raise their
prices anywhere from four percent
to," in one case, 20 percent for the
Continued from pace 1
structure of the Presbyterian Church.
USA, Roberts has served as a
member of the General Assembly
Mission Council and was a member
of the Task Force on Political
Prisoners in South Vietnam. In 1986
Roberts was the speaker for the
198th General Assembly's morning
worhip services in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. He was secretary to the
organizing commission which
designed the Synod of the Covenant
which resulted in a merger of the
Synods of Kentucky. Michigan and
Ohio. He also is a member of that
synod's College Advisory
Committee.
In Pittsburgh, Roberts
serves as a member of both the
board of directors of the Greater
Pitsburgh Guild for the Blind and the
advisory board of the Spina Bifida
Association of Western
Pennsylvania. Robert is perhaps
most noted as the voice on KDKA's
(America's first radio station) Sunday
evening radio sermon.
The college will also
confer honorary doctoral degrees to
us they previously supressed tuition studenu, however, may face the
and fees." says Katleen Bruder, "but biggest increases. Parkalnd
now have to pay for maintenance Community College in Illinois, for
and new equipment, faculty salaries example, will hike prices 20 percent
and libraries." next year.
In September, the College But some schools .were
Board predicted tuitions will rise-- n --raising tuition for - other -- reasons,
average of seven percent a year one major observer says" . ,
throughout the rest of the 1980s. "Some of our colleges."
Whatever the reasons, U.S. Secretary of Education William
during the last few weeks schools as Bennett said last November,
diverse as Ricks College in Idaho, charge what the market will bear."
New Hampshire. Princeton. Yale, Bennett went on to say
Washington, Michigan State, schools can raise . tuition because
Baptist College in South Carolina, they know students can get federal
Maryland, all the University of loans to pay it, press aide Tom
Missouri campuses. Baylor and Duke Lyon recalls. Below is a chart
announced they will change from composed by the American Council
four to nine percent more next on Education which shows the
school year. But those increases increase of tuition among various
may be bargains. institutions across America.
Cal State is raising "fees". . " Below the graph is a chart
its version of tuition, 10 percent, that illustrates -- the salary -
Alabama-Birmingha- m' students will increases and proportions among
pay 12.7 percent more, to attend male and female faculty members,
classes next year, while tuition at
Loyola-Ne- w Orleans will rise 12.5
percent. Oklahoma students may get
"only" a 15 percent hike, although
Governor Henry Bellmon initially
wanted an 88 percent jump, which
would have been the highest in the
nation. . .
Community college- -
Women Fell Into the Gap.- - m, -- , s i fVI.
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w. Dean Hopkins. Lisie MrO
Buckingham. Faith Ringgold and.
Robert Pratt Fountain.
Hopkins will receive' art- -
honorary Doctor of Humanities
degree, Buckingham the honorary'
Doctor of Laws degree. Fountain the
honorary Doctor of Music degree and
Faith Ringgold,whose art exhibit and"
lecture were featured during the
1985-8- 6 Fall Forum, will receive the
honorary Doctor of Fine Arts degree
1812-198-7
Lavin To Assume
New Position at
Walsh College
"By David A. Dean
Losing precious gifts
seems to be quite frequent
Wooster. and - the ; latest
annouftcerrtjefit Ijy 'the Departmerif oi
English to deny Audrey Lavin.
Assistant Professor of English,
another three-ye-ar contract is icinj.
on the cake.
A pioneer in Jewish Studies'1
at Wooster. Lavin developed two
academic courses: 20th Century
Jewish Literature and Utopian -
Literature, both designed specifically
for The College of Wooster. Her
concern for international education
garnered her with special
recognition for her program for,.
international students. She gave a
paper on literature and composition
at the CCCC ( Conference
cilion
s of.
College Composition and
Communication).
Just recently. Lavin was
nominated as' a Fulbright professor
pending jrpprovsl by" the Spanish
Government.
Many students at The
College of Wooster will remember '
Lavin for her tireless dedication to
JSA ( Jewish Students Association)"
and .The. Wooster Voice
where .sfor served. a, faculty advisor,
and coordinator ' at . the journalsim
semUpar.boivx mil
n hi iLayin'a new job will take
her to Walsh, 'College ( Nortlv
Canton. Ohio) . where she will
continue to teach literature and
composition as well as Jewisbv
Studies. " There were very few
people who would put themselves
out on a line for The Wooster Voice,
" commented Editor-in-Chi- ef David
Dean. -- " I think I speak for the staff
when I say that we here at The Voice
will miss her contributions greatly."
Newman Club
By Thomas W. Stewart, Jr.
Throughout the. 1986-8- 7
academic year, the Newman Catholic
Student Association has presented a
rather large variety of programs on
the Wooster campus. The
organization brought a number of
distinguished speakers to address the
College community on social and
religious issues. One November 15,
Fr. Tom Madden came to speak
about his work as a Mary knoll
Missionary. Helen Oshood
Professor Emritus from the College,
and Frank Miller, coordinator of
off-camp-
us study programs for the
College spoke about the decision to
declare Wooster a Nuclear Free Zone
on January 31. Cynthia Drerman,
CSJ, spoke about conducting an
Overground Railroad for Central
American refugees and her work with
Interreligkms Task Force for Central
America on February 28. Rose Arm
VAn Buren, OP a member of the
Catholic Commission of Wayne,
' Ashland, and Medina Counties spode
on both current situation of the
American farmer on March 28. On
April 2, Bishopr- -James- Lyke. OFM.
--ji
country. The trustees, however,
countered with the argument that the
companies were being less
discriminatory by employing black
3 workers. ; c The- - companies wet?'
giving the blacks a better deal. The
students consented to this argument,
but amended it by saying that the
black work force comprised only
one percent of the work force.
The committee could
not come to a satisfactory policy,
because there were two groups
within the committee itself that were
not communicating with one
another. Many people didn't say
what they felt either because they
didn't understand the issue clearly or
didn't know what their position on
that issue was. The trustees, which
comprised one of the groups, the
other being made up mostly of
students, had the majority.
Vice President
Hanrard then decided to write an
explanation that tried to asses the
C
On Saturday April 23th a
Macintosh Plus computer was taken
from the Consultants office in the
Academic Computer Center. The
theft, occured sometime between
11:00 pjn. Saturday the 25th and
2.00 a--m. Sunday the 26th. If you
were in or near the Computer Center
during that time period and saw
anything that might aid in the
recovery of the Macintosh in
question we request that you contact
a staff member of Academic
Computing Services or Campus
Security as soon as possible.
E.C.
Director
- Academic
Computing Services -
I
of the Catholic Diocese of Clevleand
delivered a speech concerning "A
Consistent Ethic of Life." The
Fountain Square Fools presented the
drama "Daylight: the Life and Work
of Dorothy Day," a one-wom- an
dramatization taken from the various
writings of the famous radical
American. Catholic social worker.
In the way of social
events, NCSA offered potluck
dinners on the last Saturday of each
month during the second semester.
Thanksgiving dinner on November
22. the Holiday Traditions party and
dance on December 5, Mardi Gras
Midday on March 3, and scheduled
on Saturday May 2, at 6: PM.
Newman will be presenting their end
of the year barbecue. Several times
during each semester Coffee social
were presented offering refreshments
for a casual study-brea- k setting.
Saturdays at 3:00 PM.
NCSA sponsored Euchristic Liturgy
in the Babeock Hall kining room.
On March 4. Ash Wednesday, ashes
were distributed during a
paraliturgical celebration, and at the
different arguments between the two
groups. This explanation laid the'
foundation for a meeting of the
minds. Crouse at that time
introduced an a(Intendment that
revised the existing policy. The
trustees agreed with The admendment, ;
possibly because they didnt want to
be hassled anymore by rallies, like
the one held outside Lowry during
their spring meeting.
The admendment that
Crouse introduced called for two
things: 1) that the College divests
itself of any and all stocks held in
companies with operations in South
end of the Lenten season Lowry
room 119 was made available as an
Interfaith Prayer Room.In January
Newman sent two students to attend
the National Catholic Student
Coalition Convention in Galveston,
Texas and then in March four
students and Sr. Margaret Harig,
Newman campus minister at the
College, attended the first annual
Ohio Catholic Student Coalition
Convention in Bellefontaine, Ohio
Plans for first semester of
the 1987-8- 8 academic year have
been made. The theme for Newman
Campus Ministries for next year is
"Peacemaking and Peacekeeping"
and this theme will be reflected in a
number of the programs and events
to be offered.
NCSA will continue to
offer weekly Eucharistic Liturgy,
potluck dinners, guest speakers, and
coffee socials next year. New
. programs f or the fall semester
include a "Songs of Thankfulness
sing-alo- ng on November 14, the
presentation of the film "Women
for Americafor the World," winner
of an Academy Award for best
documentary, and the one-wom- an
Liturgical drama "Julian of
Norwich."
Africa within a period of three years,
unless the company can sufficiently
show that it is actually making a
contribution to South Africa and not
supporting apartheid, and 2) that
companies such as Mobil and
'Timken, with' the worst records in
South Africa, be divested by the.
College within a period of three
years.
To this admendment.
Dean Hopkins added that the new
policy of investment be a policy of
dialouge. -
I 3
WeVe,
To a new coaradect tocsSon at.
416 B. LIBERTY ST.Orejtandkoalbenove to a sew
nsMijni1 in sfim soiwwhujcuo
Omtoond, It even easier.Cal today far complete are and
atekSomtktt.
tBQSXEEt EDS STATION
415 E. UEZ3T7 ST.
262-03- 41
And leave toe driving to as.
2 pieces of baggage may be
checked (under the bus) for FBZS.
Upfco 3 additional bags can also.
GOnGREYHOUND on the same bus with
the passenger at a flat rate per
bag.
FRRS-O- N3 KAY BATE PES PIECE
$35 or less $ 5.00
S35.01-S- 75 $10.00
over $75 $15.00
Unbaked Pizza To Go -- ,
Ready To Bake -
THE PIZZA WITH THE BIG SECRET"
MADE TO ORDER
CHEESE PEPPERONI SAUSAGE
MUSHROOM ANCHOVIES
PEPPERS ONIONS
ALSO SERVING
ITALIAN-AMERICA- N FOODS
.a iA
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RESTAURANT 4V COCKTAIL LOUNCZ
i WfooeWsyv 5 MA to I AM
FfMayaSalwriar 5 PM tm 1 AM
5 PM t 11 AM
ADfTiiiir
2G2-713- G
764 PITTSBURGH AVE. WOOSTER, O.
JOE cVJEANNETTE CALABRIA
IC?0BB(3Bofll SPORTSHOP
INC
AND SILK SCREEN ESS
"Your Com plot Sporting
.
' ' Goods & Athletic Supply Store"
"at your service for over 30 years
117 W. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio
264-97- 66
27 W. Main St.
Ashland, Ohio
SUMMER RESEARCH
POSITIONS
The Ohio State University College of Pharmacy has
several funded undergraduate research positions
available through itsAcademic Chanenga Program.
This program is designed to give quaSHed
undergraduate students the ocporturtty to obtain
research experience in the anticfpatJon thst such
students wW consider pursuing graduate studies in the
pharmaceutical sciences. Students wfth a rrtfnimumGPA
of 3.0 after at least six quarters of university work are
encouraged to apply. For further information and
application forms contact:
THE OSU COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
500 West 12th Aveaua
Columbus, Ohio 4321 0
(614)292-226- 6
Deadline for receipt of completed application is
Monday, May 4, 1887.
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Pi In order to create a better educational forum between students and faculty at The College of ,Faculty Dimensions Wooster the project, Faculty Dimensions, explores current events that shape our lives while
A forum for student-facult- y understanding offering student and faculty perspectives. This project was created by Meskerem Gerbrekidan,Associate Editor of The Worefpr Voire.
How The Vietnam War Affected The
Christian Church In America
By David Dungan
David L. Dungan is the Morris Visiting
Professor-Religiou- s Studies. Dungan received his
Bachelor of Arts from The College of Wooster
in 1957, his Bachelor of Divinity from
McCormick Theological Seminary in 1961 and
his PhD in Theology from Harvard University in
1967.
When I speak of the
Christian church in America, I am
thinking primarily of the main
denominational institutions in every
town . and city. Naturally, these
churches participate in all
significant events of our culture, if
only to float along with the general
tide of events. For example, the
American Churches participated
whole-hearted- ly in the preparations
and conduct of World War I, in
Prohibition, and in the war effort for
World War II. Those who oppose
- the involvement of the pulpit in
"politics" are ignorant of their
American history. The pulpit has
always been up to its hip-boo- ts in
"politics" from the Revolutionary
War down to our own time.
By and large, the central
fact about American Christianity has
been its total immersion in "the
American dream" of rags to riches,
the possible dream beckoning every
young American citizen (though far
more probable if one is
white-skinne- d, male and rich to
begin with). This vision has proved
enormously popular to an American
church-goin- g populace little
interested in the finer points of
Christian belief, or knowledge of
the Bible, or rigorous religious
standards. Religious leaders have
,
.
Liturgy in the verri.Cwl.jr,
communion in. the hand, FJ;s for C.s
Christian fcutation cf Ad;;!: (HCIAV
Christ Renews His Parish,
Permanent Deacons, Lay MlrJjiers
of the Eucharist these are just a few
of the contemporary charges ani
additions in the Catholic Church.
The Pope, for many centuries termed
"The Prisoner of the Vatican,"
jpay personal visits to mijcr
countries. Priests can be found on
picket line and nuns marching fox
peace. Congregations dec!re
themselves havens or sanctuaries for
iegai au.
c-
-
, More irrportant than these
headline activities is the major
change ta the self-identificati- on of s
the .Ca&olic t CJuch.--X- n jny own.lifetime I have witnessed a church ?
that has moved from monolithic,5
always consciously or unconsciously
known that their congregations want
to be encouraged to adopt the great
upward mobility dream or the
psuedo-scientif- ic fantasies of the
human potential movement so
precious to Americans.
Things were no different
when it came to America's wars in
the past. Basically little more than
a convulsive effort at protecting
middle- - and upper-clas- s white
America's consumer life-stly- e, it is
no wonder that the sporadic attempts
to protest or halt American
militarism were few and far between.
Until the Vietnam War. Here,
everything seemed to go through an
enormous sea-chang- e. Through
some obscure sort of alchemy still
very poorly understood by
historians and observers of
American culture, huge masses of
white middle-clas- s Americans
somehow began to decide that
fighting "godless Communism" in
Vietnam was just not worth dying
for. Somehow, there was an
insufficient perception of "urgent
danger," regardless of how much the
politicians in Washington beat the
war-drum- s.
Needless to say, the
American Churches were totally split
on this issue, as can be expected
.
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servant Ch-rc- u erz. 7 -- Is gveh as
D:-::- y Dzy, f:.::x cf ths
Cc;hoh"c Torhsr l.Tovtraer e I lie
Houses of iloejltity, r-- ii I'.. Let
Teresa of Calcutta, working amorj;
the . homeless ... and, eying in the '
streets cf Bombay and New York
ui.y,
1 have witnsssed a
changing church that fcns assumed
prophetic role calling , its
membership to closer Gospel living.-- ,
Such prophetic voices are
poet-pacifi- st. Daniel Berrizan;- -
defensive poseto one ftasairt monk, Thomas MfTtonjjsnd
when the fight is between two
equally valued "goods:" - saving
your ass as compared with
America's great tradition of blind
support for .God and Country. The
young (who actually had to make the
choice to go or not) eventually
decided that saving your ass was far
more important than dying "for the
right of the Vietnamese to enjoy
self-determinatio-
n." But since the
draft-ag- e men (and the women who
supported and encouraged them)
formed a .minority age-grou- p in the
Churches, the old folks emphatically
came down on the side of God and
Country (and still do). Presto: the
"generation gap" emerged almost
overnight.
The result of the divisive
conflicts in the churches during the
Vietnam Era seems to be this:
young adults totally suspicious or
uninterested in institutional,
religion. - To be sure, in certain1
parts of America there are signs of a
move toward the theological right,
as Americans of all types try to
refurbish the simplistic religion and
values of our last glorious day.
Frontier America. But more hip
adults see through this nostalgia
trip. For them, Sunday morning
brings no more than the weekly
ordeal of the humongous Sunday
New York Times. They're probably
better off.
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Is ERA Dead?
By Karen Beckwith
Karen L. Beckwith is Assistant
Professor of Political Science. Beckwith
' received her Bachelor of Arts from Kentucky in
1972, her Masters and PhD from Syracuse in
1975. 1982 respectively.
The question posed to me remobilizing around the proposal
by the Voice is: is the Equal Rights and ratification of an ERA. Third,
Amendment (ERA) dead? The ERA, with renewed Democratic control of
proposed by Congress in 1972 but both chambers of Congress, and
unratified by its 1982 (extended) given progressive Democratic Party
deadline, stated simply: "Equality of judiciary committtee chairs, the
rights, under the law, shall not be chances for renewed Congressional
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account of
sex." While there are many things
we could say about the ERA, many
of which have been said in recent
scholarly works on the unsuccessful
amendment (see Mary Frances Berry,
Why the ERA Failed; Jane
Mansbridgc. Why We Lost the ERA;
and Joan Hoff-Wilso- n, Rights of
Passage: The Past and Future of the
ERA), my point here will be brief:
the ERA is not dead.
First, the ERA has been
reintroduced in both chambers of
Congress (January 6, 1987) as Joint
House and Senate Resolutions
Number 1; on this date, at least 47
Senators and 60 House members
have 'become co-spons- ors j of the
bipartisan notation. Second, the
National Organization for Women
(NOW) is renewing its struggle on
behalf of constitutional equality for
women in the bicentennial years of
the Constitution's writing and
ratification; while this is not
NOWs only legislative struggle, it
is an improtant one and coincides
nicely with our celebration of our
Constitution's longevity. This
bicentennial period offers a unique
political opportunity for
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proposal of the amendment are
improved (see Article V, US
Constitution, for the proposal and
ratification procedures for
constitutional amendments). Fourth,
since 1986. several important
political changes have occurred:
witness the successes of the
Women's Campaign Fund and the
EMILY donor network for feminist
candidates, and the election of new
women to Congress and to
governorships. In 1986, not only
did more women than men turn out
to vote but, for the first time, a
higher percentage of women than of
men voted, suggesting possibilites
for making crucial changes at the
state legislative level that
could be helpful ;for' ratification of
any newly-propose- d ERA.
It took 52 years to get
Congress simply to propose the
ERA. While the amendment has not
yet been ratified, it is clear that the
ERA is not "dead".
It took 72 years to achieve
a constiutional right for women to
vote in federal elections; amending
the Constitution rarely comes
easily. Given this, we should be
wary of claims about the death of
the ERA.
Wither The ERA?
By Yvonne C. Williams
Yvonne Williams is Associate Professor
Black Studies and Political Science and Director .
of Black Studies. Williams received her Bachelor
of Arts from Pennsylvania State in 1953. her
Masters from Connecticut and her PhD from
Case Western Reserve University in 1981.
While ' the organized years after the date of
visible efforts to pass the Equal ratification.
Rights (constitutional) Amendment Why it provokes such
seem to have diminished strong opposition is difficut to
significantly in recent years, the fathom.
support for such an amendment is It is quite probable that
not dead. It is obvioulsy quiescent, the supportive groups will
and likely to remain so for a period reorganize and develop new
of time, but the impact of the strategies to achieve their ends,
campaign for the passage of the This is not likely to happen during
contemporary ERA on our political the current administration, however,
consciousness has been significant. If and when such renascence does
The ERA of 1972 was take place, efforts must be made to
approved by the U.S. House of acknowledge and include those who
Representatives and the U.S. Senate, have been identified in the past as
and was ratified by some thirty-fiv- e being supportive of the ERA,
state legislatures to become a bona namely, working women, which by
fide constitutional amendment. It is definition includes large numbers of
puzzling that this proposed Black women, and according to
legislation which initially found Elizabeth Pleck, many religious
favor with such a large segment of fundamentalists and political
our populace failed finally to get conservatives. If NOW is to
that narrow margin of support which continue to spearhead this drive it
make such an important difference, must be willing to build coalitions.
Gallup polls of 198 and 1982
showed that support from the political expediency. Y
general public for the amendmet was does indeed make
as high as 68 percent. What then
accounted for the defeat?
Several factors appear to
have been significant in the failure
the absence of a concentrated
strategy to support passage of this
important act. Lulled by the early
success in state ratifications, NOW
and other women's groups failed to
anticipate the strength of the
and develop its skill at exercising
opposition which took advantage of movement
the slowed momentum of approval abortion.
which occurred in the mid-70'- s.
That opposition came from groups
that were organized: labor for
instance, allegedly concerned about
protection of women in the
workplace; the Ku Klux Klan; the
John Birch Society and other right
wing organizations; and finally and
most effectively. Phyllis Schlafly's
STOP ERA organization. The efforts
of these groups peaked at about the
same time that the Supreme Court
handed down its decision in Roe v.
Wade, liberalizing abortion. As the
opponents to this view mobilized,
they encompassed the ERA
opponents named above. Thus the
ERA opposition became a
formidable impediment to its
passage.
As noted above, much
support remains even yet for the
ERA. It is a simple enough
statement:
Section 1. Equality
of rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of
sex.
Section 2. The
Congress shall have the power to
enforce, by appropriate legislation
the provisions of this article.
Section 3. This
amendment shall take effect two
, politics
strange
bedfellows). Groups as deverse as
the American Bar Association and
the Girl Scouts are reported to have
supported the ERA. It is quite
of ERA..not.thKleast of. which" was possible to, reclaim the support of
" ' - -
-
''"' ..1 'iIl'J' L i1 . i , fthe above-name-d croups, and to
strengthen their efforts by enlisting
the aid of newly enfranchised
advocates of their position. One
thing ERA strategists must be
willing to do is to divorce their
from the issue of
Additionally, a more
sophisticated organizational
approach is called for. Perhaps the
battle needs to be fought on the
state rather than at the national
level. Extensive fund-raisi- ng will
need to be at the center of any new
campaign. It is now infinitely
clearer who the enemies of the ERA
are and what their strengths and
weaknesses are. ERA advocates
must capitalize on this knowledge.
While the above
assessment may at best be deemed
somewhat simplistic, it cannot be
denied that the failure of the ERA is
symbolic of the gap still existing
between women's and men's equality
in our society.
Organized labor early
revised its view and dropped out of
the opposition, leaving the decision
about support or opposition up to
its individual members.
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Universal Salvation and Acceptance?
Theological Inquiry and Senseless Assimilation
By David A. Dean
David A. Dean is the Editor-in-Chi- ef of
The Wooster Voice. He is a senior double major
in History and Philosophy. The topic of his
junior dissertation in History was John Foster
Dulles: Massive Retaliation and his junior
Philosophy dissertation was entitled Lysis:
Plato's Dialogue Concerning Friendship. His
- senior dissertation was entitled "A Cry In The
Wilderness: Jonathan Edwards' Freedom of the
Will: An Historical and Philosophical
Perspective ofNew England Puritanism Through
The Eyes of Jonathan Edwards Between
1690-175- 8.
In the three hundred odd
years that the Christian Church has
existed in America there has surfaced
one major stumbling block in its
progress. Acceptance. For the
Christian Church the word
acceptance conj uts Christ-lik- e
behavior which is taught at a young
age as unobtainable. Christian
behavior is the attainment of
perfection with modesty attached.
We are to aspire to Christ s
perfection as long as our modesty
prevents egotistical tendencies. For
quite some time, acceptance has
been seen as an uncompromising
virtue that only upon repeated
application can even the common
person attain. Acceptance is
attempted but has it been achieved?
One of the greatest
questions facing the Church is the
topic of universal salvation. Are all
humans,' regardless of religion, race,
color and creed, saved by God? What
was once Christian dogma has
beeornearreofcontentionarn
some of the more affluent worldwide
religions. Christian theology
teaches that only those who come
before God accepting Jesus Christ as
their Lord and savior will be granted
grace. This in effect eliminates
three-fourt- hs of the known
population of the world. Surely God
did not mean "the chosen few" by
suggesting a mere one fourth of his
creation? Once again. Christian
dogma has permeated the theological
inquiry.
The future of the Church is
uncertain. The Church must open its
doors to the' spiritually poor before
its ranks have become depleted.
The notion that the church is a
citadel for the morally perfected has
a self-servi-ng ring to it and only
neglects the original teachings of
Jesus Christ. The time has come to
evangelize the world with cultural
understanding rather than cultural
and religious bias. The Church must
never threaten a society into
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The Christian Church must
recognize that the "world is not as
black and white as it was fifty years
ago. The Church is not and should
not attempt to convince other faiths
that the Christian way is the true
and one faith. This only serves as
elitist and eventually destructive. In
this' age of rapid change let us
extend the hand of friendship and
not hell fire and damnation. Become
more accepting of other
denominations and recognize that
each church is a citadel for the
spiritually impoverished. Becoming
"one" does not mean senseless
assimilation at the expense of
individual identity. Brothers and
sisters in Christ should embrace the
differences of other denominations.
'Christ charged his disciples
with "Go ye out and preach the Good
News to all nations." Let as rejoice
in our good news and share in that
glory as well as the glory
that in each of us something
differentiswmeAmrewAgjB
EBDBJIESTMENT?
Where and horn for has The College of
LUooster gone?
A year ago, just
before Halloween on October 25,
1986, the College of Wooster Board
of Trustees voted to divest, over a
period of three years, the securities
in the College's portfolio of any
company doing business in South
Africa unless the company withdrew
its operations in South Africa or
could demonstrate why its continued
presence was a benefit and not a
detriment to the abolishment of
partheid.
This action was
taken by the board on the
of an ad-h- octecommendationonunittee that had met the pievious
six months, comprised of a mixture
of trustees, students, faculty, and
administrators.
The matter of
divestment was first brought up in a
Student Government Association
meeting, which discussed the
possibility of divesting the
College's holdings in South African
companies. The Student Concerns
Network was, at the time, working
towards the divestment of United
States companies, with which the
college had holdings.
In order to protest
the investment policy of the
College, students decided to stage a
camp-o- ut for a week across from
Lowry Center. The students
participating in the campout started
a petition which would provide
compensation to black South
Africans for the harm to themselves
created by the companies with
operations in South Africa. The
petition, had over 700 signatures and
was shown to both President
Copeland and Vice President for
Finance Snoddy.
A year later, in
1986. a group of concerned students
led by junior Richard Crouse, Martin
Clark, and David Varona, met with
the trustees at their fall meeting.
The students, however, did not get
what they were hoping for.
This obstruction
did not deter them. They again
regrouped, this time during the
spring convening of the trustees.
This time they decided to obstruct
the trustee meeting by way of
blocking the entrance to Lowry
Center (where the meetings are
held). The trustees could not get on
with their meeting because the noise
that the students were raising outside
the building was getting in the way
of anything being heard. It was at
the spring meeting in 86 that the
trustees decided to form the ad-h- oc
committee of trustees, students,
faculty, and administrators. The
committee was formed to look into
and possibly revise the College's
policy on investing in South
African companies.
The committee worked
through the summer and partly into
the fall. The students had several
demands: 1) They believed'
that by investing in companies with'
operations in South Africa, the
College was upholding apartheid,
because the companies had to pay
South African taxes, and capital
credit. 2) Black leaders and the
blacks of South Africa themselves
wanted the companies out of the
Continued on page 15
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Senior Challenge Reports
SENIOR
CHALLENGE REPORTS
The Senior Challenge
Committee offers the following
highlights of our program this year.
We appreciate your support so far
and know the College will need our
help in the future.
CONVOCATION:
DAVID LETTERMAN GIVES
ADVICE ON CAREERS
On Thursday. February 5 at
7 pjn. in Mateer Hall, more than
200 students and friends heard the
Senior Convocation presentation by
classmates Dave Albin and Bryan
GQlooly. Beginning with Dave
Brandt's helpful interpretation for
the hard of hearing through a .
bicycle tire, the convocation quietly
went from silly to ridiculous. The
spoof on "Late Night with David
Lettennan". starring Albin (as the
lunatic Lettennan) and Gillooly
'imif tmg the bizarre sidekick Paul
Shafer). included a number of
well-kno- wn antics from the popular
talk show. Students in the audience
shared their "personal" brushes with
greatness (College of Wooster
President. Henry Copeland).
On the senous side. Uave
and Bryan reminisced about their
experiences at Wooster as "workin'
boys" on the McGaw crew stall.
Their appearance pretty much
summed-u- p their individual attitudes
about work. Dave, m bis tell-tal- e
hat, baggy shorts and tee-shi- rt.
doesn't like work-ne- ver has, never
will. Bryan, on the other hand,
looked like he just walked out of
Careers magazine and explained that
work provided him witn
responsibility and challenged him to
grow. The remainder of the program
included smashing Hemeken bottles
in a garbage can (to simulate the
letters-flying-through-the-win-
dow
Lettennan trick), pizza being
delivered to Mateer, musical
interludes and an appearance from
Mark O'Gawa of the Senior
too
so
01
40
20
Challenge Committee to mention
something about giving money to
the schoolalthough the part most
remembered is when he confirmed
that YES. there would be free beer at
Ichabod's for seniors after the
convocation. Thanks. Mark. If you
missed the convocation well, just
ask Dave, he's got the tape.
WHAT DO THE
WOOSTER FUND, HOT
CIDER, GLENN BUCHER AND
COOKIES HAVE IN
COMMONT .
All were part of the Senior
Challenge Dessert Program effort to
provide seniors with the chance to
meet with some classmates at the
homes of several faculty and
administrators. The goal of the
program was to allow seniors and
staff of the College to informally
talk about their years at Wooster and
discuss options for continued
involvement in the future.
All those who., attended the ten
events enjoyed' themselves until the
remaining programs were canceled
due to time conflicts with LS.
The Senior Challenge
Committee thanks the efforts of all
faculty and administrative hosts as
well as the senior co-hos- ts for the
ten events. We hope future years of
Wooster graduation classes will
enjoy the same opportunity.
SENIOR CHALLENGE
COMPETES FOR NATIONAL
AWARD
The Senior Challenge is
participating in the CASE (Council
for Advancement and Support of
Education)U.S. Steel AIMS
(Achievement in Mobilization
Support) award. This award is
granted to those programs whose
original goals, expectations and
results best match the actual result
REVENUE DATA FOR 1985-8-6
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of participation of those toward
whom the effort was directed (in this
case, seniors). This prize will be
awarded after the results are complete'
for the 1986-8- 7 year.
There is still time to assist
our effort by giving money to The
Wooster Fund and helping future
students the way alumni have helped
.us by their gifts. Your participation
may help the Senior Challenge
program win this national
competition!
WHERE THE MONEY
GOESHOW IT GETS TO THE
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
At part of Senior
Challenge Week (February 2-7- ), a
panel discussion was arranged
between members of the senior class
and College administrators. John
Taylor. Lisa Diment and Jeff Moore
represented the senior class.
William Snoddy. Vice President for
Finance and Business; Sara Pattern.
Vice President for Development: and
Don Harward, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, answered questions
about Wooster's financial situation.
The session was informative, with
issues such as divestment, financial
aid and the purpose of The Wooster
Fund discussed.
John. , Fernandez "was
moderator for the pit event which
was broadcasted throughout Lowry
Center at lunch. The audience heard
Bill Snoddy explain that over 20
of the annual operating funds for the
College are a result, of gifts from
alumni and friends. These
contributions provide scholarships,
pay faculty salaries, pay the light
bill. etc.. which help keep the
tuition as low as possible. The
Wooster Fund is the means through
which many of these gifts are
collected. The goal of the Senior
Challenge Committee is to
encourage our classmates to
support the fund now and in the
future.
SOLICITATION
EFFORT CONTINUES
The solicitation effort for
the Senior Challenge Committee, led
by Paul Savage and Mark O'Gawa. is
winding down in the next week.
Members of the senior class were
asked to help contact their
classmates on behalf of The Wooster
Fund. Seniors were asked to
contribute to the College's annual
fund as a pledge of their continued
support of Wooster.
The effort is proving
.successful with 30 of the class
giving almost $2,000 to The
Wooster Fund so far. The Senior
Challenge Committee would like to
thank those 100 seniors who have
donated to the fund, and encourage
the remaining seniors to participate
in the next week.
SENIOR PARTY
PLANNED FOR MAY 8!
Seniors will soon receive
an - invitation tn th Alnmni
Induction Ceremonv on Fridav. Mav
8. The Senior Challenge Committee 8. In our baby book, who
is co-sponso- ring (with the SAA and 'aid. "I pray for a rich roommate.
Senior Week Committee) a whose father
celebration for seniors immediately ,V owns a major league
following dinner. Details td Tblldw,bebali team, and has. a
soon... goc-looki- ng sister"?
TRIVIA QUESTIONS
WE NEVER USED
As the Senior Challenge
Committee was brainstorming for
creative wavs to arab the attention
of already-stresse- d seniors, one idea
!was to have some kind of trivia
contest for a prize. Since the
members of the committee are
seniors, and this by definition
means we know how to
procrastinate, and having the
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experience of LS. which taught us to
do things in the wrong order, we
--I - 1 lllMcame up wiui uw uauwu m ui&u
didn't use them. Here, for you to
consider as you skip your 14 credit
P.E. class just once more, are the
trivia questions we never used:
1. In our baby book, who
said. This isn't me. I'm better in
person"?
2. What percent of
expenditures goes to purchase food
each year at
COW7
3. How many Class of 87
students were entering as freshmen
in die fall
of 19837 (Can you
believe we came here in 198371) .
4. How many Class of 87
students are left for graduation?
3. What percent of the
revenues come from grants and
gins?
6. How many seniors
registered with CPPS first semester
this year?
7. What percent of the
College's revenues come from
student fees?
If you have any questions
limit thia nmmm nlease feel free
to contact one of the steering
committee members. Thanks!
Steering Commiteee
'
Kim Todd, Chairperson
John Fernandez
Karen Melech
, Mark O'Gawa
Melanie Rest
Paul Savage
1
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VThe Wooster Forum of the
fall semester had the: theme of
Individualism and Community: The
Private Self and the Public Good."
The basis for the forum was the
book Habits of the Heart that
examined recent American values and
the roles of individuals in society.
Once again, the freshman seminar
was connected with the forum, with
this year's lectures being required for
the class. In September Vinnie
Burrows gave her one-wom- an
performance of Sister.Sister a
tribute to all women, all over the
world. Burrow's previous
performances of other-productio- ns
she has written were
acclaimed by The New York Post.
She is involved in numerous
political organizations and issues
such as disarmament, and women's .
and black's rights. Professor of
History at the Univerisity of
Rochester and author Christopher
Lasch presented a lecture on the '
effects of capitalism on .
individualism. ' Criticized by others
for the seemingly arbitrary
construction of his ideas, Lasch was
bfts - IT! s"i I
The early fall in Wooster
.was characterized by the usual scenes
of Bacchanalia and Party on the
Green. Each outing was a smashing
success. These two events were
followed by another one of great
controversy the grand re-open- ing of
Ichabod's. But partying wasn't the
only thing students were doing. In
October, many events took place.
One was a Wednesday evening march
called Take Back the Night which
was staged to protest the rising
number of rapes on college
campuses. The following week the
there was a production of Sam
Shepard's Fool for Love. Directed
by student David Walker, the play
was very well done. The first week
of November brought the
International Festival with it's
colorful and informative highlights
of numerous countries. The Dance
Company performed in that same
month. Its "Visions" . concert was
the talk of the campus for the next
week. In early; December
controversy arose over the SGA
constitutional referendum vote. The
, elections were invalidated when
evidence was found that the ballot
boxes were "stuffed."
The first big event of the
second semester was the ECOS'
movement to begin recycling efforts
on campus. The group set up :
containers in dorms and houses for ;
aluminum cans and encouraged
' participation in the effort ti
also criticized on campus by many
who missed the point of his talk.
Robert N. Bellah, co-auth- or of
Habits of the Heart, spoke to the
forum in early October. The
Professor of Sociology and
Comparative Studies at UC-Berke- ly
talked on "American Values and the
'Values of American's'' New York
City artist Joyce Kozloff presented a
lecture in late October about "Art as
Public, Art as Private." Not only
did she address the forum, but a
collection of her works were on
display in Frick Art Museum.
Kozloff has received many grants for
her work. Social critic and author
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. addressed the
forum the day before Halloween.
His lecture was entitled "How to Get
a Job Like Mine," but he spent most
of the time discussing the larger
affects of literature and television on
society's expectations and beliefs.
Vonnegut was witty, and his talk
that evening - was " highly attended.
Another big name addressed the
forum in the form of Gene Siskel.
His lecture, "What I See at the
Movies That You Might Not See."
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"posters proclaiming "Recycle. It's
cool." The College Bowl Regional
team lost a tough match to Kent
State. Another event that has
become an annual one took place at
Ichabod's in early February. The
Battle -- of the Bands was a huge
success, this year drawing a capacity
crowd and seven acts. - The winners,
the musically diverse Bhootita,
performed again after spring break.
The Scot Symphonic Band and the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra both
gave brilliant concerts in February.
Earlier in the month ISA and BSA
sponsored Africa Week. The theme
this year was "The Dynamics of a
Cultural Africa." One of the most
talked about events of second
semester was the class given by
Visiting Professor David Dung an.
"Legacies of the Vietnam War in
America" got many students really
thinking, and one result is the
proposed Vietnam War Memorial.
Students in the class formed an
group called the Vietnam Memorial
Organization.' They have chosen a
sight and ;a let up for the proposed
memorial-- . '"
.
.'
"
"r .- -? .j A -
was also popular among the
students, faculty and community
members. Siskel kept to his
proposed topic with a humorous and
thoughtful presentation. Following
his visit, the forum presented the
film depicting young life in 1962.
"American Graffiti" In November
also, a musical group from Oberlin
College called The Plumb Creek
Groit Society presented a concert.
Directed by Professor of Music at
Oberlin Wendell Logan, the jazz
ensemble : performance studied the
relationship between jazz and black
'
cultural heritage, "Extinctions Past,
Present and ' Future; A
Paleontological . Perspective on the
Sinking Art" was the topic of a
lecture by David Jablonski.
Currently a University of Chicago
professor of geophysical science,
Jablonski has recently added a new
theory ' to the mass extinction
puzzle. His contributions to the
scientific community include his
associate editor postions on two
science magazines.
COLLEGE DECISIONS
The 'new' Music1 Building "
has come a long . way since the
academic year has begun. The
adminstration hopes to see the
building, which was started last
summer, completed in time for use
by this fall. The ' strong and
multi-talent- ed Music Department will
finally be housed in the new music
building. In addition to class and
practice rooms, the new facility will
have a recital halL a large rehersal
hall, and an atrium. . '
With the award of a Pew
Memorial Trust grant in the fall, the
administraton decided to look into a
Sophomore Seminar. The program
to be implimented will stand as a
focus for the second year ' at
Wooster, much like the direction
Freshman Seminar and junior and
senior Independent Study projects
give to the other three years.
' After months of debate and
study, the Board of Trustees voted
on October 25 to withdraw
investments from South Africa. The
holdings amounted to about 9
million dollars. An Investment '
Sub-committ- ee was created at the
Trustees' meeting ovei; spring break
to oversee the divestment procedure,
which is to take three years.
S President Copeland
? announced in February a tuition hike
to $12,940. He cited the reasons
for the hike as: the elevated status
that the College received in Barrons
in the fall, faculty and Board of
'Trustee committment, and building
renovation.
Leslie H. Gelb, an editor
on the New .York Times, spoke to
the campus on Reagan's foreign
policy in February. Gelb has served
as a political Correspondent to the
Times for five years and assistant
Secretary of State for the Salt II
negotiations. Concentrating on
Reagan after Reykavik and the
IranContra. Affair. Gelb delivered an
informative, personal and witty
address. -'-
-,
February 6 brought Miriam
Healy in an one-wom- an performance
on the life of Dorthy Day entitled
Daylight. The drama was based on
. Day's own. writings and examined
social, economic and. human rights
"problems.
A long list of philosophy
dignitaries assembled here at the end
of March. Through the hard work of
the. Philosophy Department,,, an
extensive symposium was presented.
"The Grammar of the Heart:
Thinking with Kierkegaard and
Wittgenstein" was attended by 100
to 120 philosophers ' and
theologians from the United States
and Canada.
. ( , V
Renowned scholar David
Wyman came in April to talk about
his historical book The
Abandonment of the Jews. His
book was named by The New York
Times as one of the best in 1985.
Wyman : has received " extensive
praise for his study in Jewish
history during World War U and is
now a professor of history at the
University of Massachusetts.
VOICE
. Praised by Andres Segovia
and The New York Times, guitarist
David Tanenbaum - gave a
performance here in mid'-Novemb- er.
Tanenbaum carries a long list' of
awards including the Musical
America and High Fidelity
Magazine's young artist of the year
award for 1985. Along with his
performance scliedule, Tanenbaum is
on the faculty 'at the' Sarf Francisco
MusW. 5' 'Conservator ;
1.
; On -;-? November 15.!
internationally renowned
.
singersongwriter u Don " McLean"
performed in WcGaw ChapeL While
McLean's concert ' was not overly-rousing- ;
the 'personal intensity of.
his music made the event.
With only one other guitarist oh l,
stage, McLean played 'all the popular',
songs plus his own favorites ending
with "American Pie. " ; -
.
" ! ,
"
- i
V." One of the biggest events
on campus first semester was one .
that came up suddenly. Through the I
hard work and persistence of Yvette
Harris, Jesse Jackson spoke to an --,"
overflowing McGaw Chapel on the
morning of November 18. ". Most --
students had their classes cancelled --
for the occasion. " With the
eloquence and fire for which the v
peacher is known, Jackson delivered
a witty and often touching address.
He lambasted . Reagan for the
IranContra ' Affair and discussed
many other issues such as the
Rainbow 'Coalition.
-
- -
The WoOStCf Voice itself,, Meskerem-brikida- s Associate; :u
has gone through a lot of changes
; Editor. Para Rhoads as Copy Editor.!
through this academic year.1 The fall and Liu Fetterman as Layout Editor.
was plagued by a lack of staff and a I m M wphomore.lack of cohesiveness among, the faJreof Voice seemed to be j
staff that did exist. In the brighter. T&SVfrfcg continued iu .
September 26 issue a statement was impr0vements vith the addition oti
printed that ."Due to the financial new ,uff writ : and new layout
situation facing The Wooster techniques. In late February the!loJii this week's issue wflfce the of.unapproved a set
last for the 1986-8- 7 academic yer-- " journalistic po,; guideline,
Although an issue,did pot appear the wiI1 s consistency and
following week; tfee-Vjsj)ick- ed from year to year.!
up productioi"forth.tober 10 Late in the yeer. Editor-in-Chi- ef i
issue. The main jroblenfit th time Dvrid Dean proposed a onion for ?
of theshutdowa-ai:jheih- o jaci ;MlWgeBe9 fhe
had no faculty advisor, and without Midwest' College Newspaper J
one the paper could not receive Association j is mainly fori .
funding. . Professor of English exchanging of ideas such as layout!
Audrey Lavin took over the position nifT and articles. - i
with offical and moral support for , . The growth and
the paper, including attendance at eh.Affe The W.ter Voire ha,Publication Committee meetings and experienced this past year will
the establishment of a Voice Hopefully continue under the;jounahsnt seminar in the spring, direction of the new co-edito- rs, i
During Semester II. the Vjilttwent Mary Graham Rayman.
through many editorial board
changes including the naming of
4PAGE 20
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I I illMl l llili llll IIM III III UN III II IMIIIIIIIIB !
--- 'the CLCA Championships, first at
,. , the Wooster Invitational, second at
the' Kent "State Invitational and
: second at The NCAC Conference
-- T' Champiorahlp" which:1 advanced the
-- f itA to: ttwf '-NC- AA ReiosfaT ineefc !
' "The Legend Retires":' so For the first time since 1971 the4
proudly displayed iae titled thai 'Sect - qualified lwK Individuals rfor
illusnued the career of one of the nationals, ' ;- - ' -
most beloved coach-professo- rs at " The Fighting ' Scots" under
The College of Wooster. Jim Bean the helm of Jim Bean emerged as
is more than a legend. In his "sixteen one of the" most powerful Division
years as cross- - country coach ho III cross "country teams in the state1
never lost sight of what it' meant to :f Ohio. While other teams rose and
be a scholar and an athlete. Hi faded' Bean's ' harriers stayed the
relaxed jmanner both on the field and course and fared the weather well. ' ?
off set him apart from mcTcoachesT " ""For the ' second 1iirie,"Jiin'
who stressed a-- "win at any cost"?? Bean has; been selected the Fall
attitude. ViZi CoacKJ solA the ;JYe. Hit
A graduate of Wooster ( accomplishments on the field and in
42V he obtained his master's ia the classroom will be sorely missed
French, at Kent State University and; by a2, --- his
B.D. , STM from Union Very few people m my four
Theological Seminary. Ia addition,; years at Wooster have -- profoundly
Beaa also, studied physical education,-- ; infhisneed me-- as much :.as Jim Bean
at Columbia. Vaiversijy iv- - . - -- .has;. His gsruiiae concern was not
-.-brCs-
V success, dsring the forced. a--sd .Jus . positive, mental.
1985 season, was not cry. ."icing on atlltuds eirJrai by' ell who were
the. cake bjita. red accoc-ilsijae- nt ; under, his..- - Uzi ershlp. , I can. still
notjieea aince-'lST-U 3 yertasayemenberrseei
that this year's team is the ixsL.fE&y aweary: land .ipcker.ed out from
gaysJbJUi 03-6.--;; i ia 1971 running:. Kahoon.- - --. hiU
wecA.Q3alS'S;M;is bzt Ihat--- , cross-cz?;try.;runner4ki3w- all too
wawrag vsdiflcren qsajyiaj-wel- t He teli us-tha- t, the group f gs
regulations;. If you 'ti.2ch- - you- - fcadL-- were aLteamLn&Vidualisni was t
a national eallbar teamyou went gCosch- - .nenda; MosC.cf ;s.
really think this year's team was : would adnuuhat.Coach Heari ct flt
bexxet es far as depth and individual 1 glance j was.vnot. what we had
talent, commented Bean, -- ' expected, brt.xajS-the,;year- s yrplie.
Ia 1986 The Scots finished onward ,i,i turned toi respect and
ISm for the first time aince 1971 at ' indiv5 "y jred nc:y
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The doctor doesn'tcut out anything. You cut out ,.
cigarettes. ,uu -- c- -- ', .r5r.r.-:-- -.
This simple surgery is the surest way to save you . v? :
from lung cancer. And the American Cancer Society- -
will help you perform it. mz -- 'uoo ,.
6W
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Wooster Track Teams Prepare For NCAC Ghampionships
; By News Services
v v The College of Wooster
men's and women's track teams will
tune up for the North Coast Athletic
Conference Championships by
participating in ' the Baldwin --W-
allace Invitational May 2. 4 The
two teams finished first at the
Wooster Invitational April 25.
'" The Scott scored 1653
points to finish ahead of
Westminster (138.5), Oberlin (100),
Allegheny (72.6), Case Western
Reserve (48.5) and Central State
(14). The Lady Scots posted 1653
points to outdistance Walsh (90).
Muskingum (78). Allegheny (73),
Oberfin (56.5). and Case Western
Reserve (13).
One of the most
First Place Scot Baseball 1 earn Meets
Case Reserve This Weekend n"
- - Despite splitting a
four-gam-e series with Ohio
Wesleyan over the weekend, the
Scot baseball team hung onto first
place in the North Coast Athletic
Conference because Allegheny split
its four-ga- me series with Denison. -- .'
Wooster, which is 24--8
overall and 10--2 in the conference,
will travel to Cleveland May 2-- 3 for
a four-gam- e series with Case
Western Reserve. ' The following
weekend. theScpUwUlho He is ; . , xr-:-' l--- L
Allegheny four V four-gam- e' series, battin g 391 with seven home runs
"
Scot Golf Team Hopes To Regroup At
Ohio Wesleyan Invitation This
Weekend
By News Services ;
The College of Wooster
golf team win travel to Delaware,
Ohio. --, for - the Ohio ; Wesleyan
Invitational this weekend in one
final tune-u- p for the: North Coast
Athletic Conference Championships,
which follow the next weekend at
Denison. .".
.
.
" f - ; vThe Scots, who
finifh a disappointing sixth, at the
Good-By- e Sam...
Bj Christopher Shifts
The PJB.C win be at a
loss next year.. Sara Gordon has
decided to hang it up. Sam always
seemed to be whistling or humming
some song or another, ask him far a
.favor, and without hesitation the
- glove- - is. fixed, the sweats are
mended, a stick is repaired, a new
facemask is put on. Sam always
. carried, a. genuine; concern for. the
' athletes, - in tune - to the radio
announcing the ; play-by-pl- ay during
an "away contest.- - Sam was . busy
exciting events of the day was the
men's 3,000-meter- m steeple chase in
which Woos tor's Todd .Fach and
Scott Michalek finished first and
second, respectively. Fach, - a 7
junior, turned in time of 9:41,
while Michalek, a sophomore, was
.
clocked at (9:47). - - .
Fach came back to,
finish second behind
.
senior
teammate Paul Fleming in the
5000-met- er run with a time of .
15:28. Fleming won the event with
a time of 15:25. Junior Terry Carter
and junior Nick . Young finished
firs t(5 1.04) and second(5137),
respectively, in the 400-met- er dash,
while senior Bob Jones took first in
the 1500-met-er run with a time of
. which should determine the-NCA- C
champion for 1987. '
Shortstop Rick Sforzo
continues to lead the way for
Wooster. He cracked three home
runs over the weekend to raise his
total to 13 for the season just,
three shy of tying his own record.
-- The senior co-capt- ain is batting
.416 with 38 runs batted in.
; Sophomore 'third baseman Cary
McConnell fell below the .400 mark
15-te-am Allegheny Invitational last
weekend, are ranked 14th nationally -
in Division II and ' need a good
outing this . weekend to strenghten
their chances for a seventh straight
bid to the NCAA National
Championships. Wooster has
finished no higher than fifth in six
tournaments this year.
'
v-;-
- Individually,
body, equipment washed in time.
With all the teams which come to
him throughout a course of the
season, it's remarkable how well he
stays, on top of everything,the
sorting, of clothes, ready to be
returned. Goal-by- e, Sam. Your hard
work has. been important to
Wooster's sports teams, and yba
shall be dearly missed. Best of
luck. -
4:05.9. Also finishing first for
Wooster were junior --Shawn Madden,
who won the pole vault at 13-- 0, and --
junior Tony Adams, who won the
shot put with a toss of 45-- 8.
Other fine performances
were turned in by juniors Roy Reese,
who finished third in the long jump
(18-8- ); Rich CarmeL who placed
third in the shot put (44-9- ); Chuck
Brady, who was second in the 800
meter-ru- n (1:5838); and Carter, who
finished third in the 200-met- er dash
(2231) along with senior Vance
Russell, who took second in the
400-met- er intermediate, hurdles
(57.72). ;
For the women, junior
Univer Bukhala was a trfele
and 3 runs batted in.
Meanwhile, senior
pitcher Rob Piscetta posted hisninth
victory of the season Saturday
against Ohio Weslyan, but he was
also tagged with his first loss after
failing to hold the Bishops in check
during a rare relief aggearance
Sunday. Piscetta need just two
victories to tie the Wooster record
(11). for most win in one season,
which is held by Russ Crawford.
sophomore davis Houck leads the .
way for Wooster after finishing 10th
at y the
.
Allegheny Invitational, :
Houck is averaging 78.8 strokes per
round this season. - Joining Houck is
senior Mike . Collins, who is
averaging 803.
A Brief Look
Basketball
By Christopher Shifts ' .
The : Lady - Scot
basketball team, under the guidance
of first-ye- ar head coach. Chris Hart,
had some excitments and some let
downs. It was a goodbye season,
for- - senior - AU-Americ- an Lisa
Diment. who led the NCAC in
scoring with a 19J ppg average,
and a' fellow, season for transfer
Brenda Hett. of ' whom the; Lady ,
Scots win look for leadership,- - .' r
Other seniors who are
saying goodbye - 'are ':' Lisa';
Tommasetti, who averaged 3 astisu .
per game, and Karen' Johnson. .'
; Wooster finished 844.)
overall, and S-- 7 fa fcorferencejflay
winner, capturing first place in the .
long jump (17--3 12), triple jump
(35-- 8 12) and Ota 100-met-er dash
(12.78). Junior'-- Linda : Stevenson
won the 5,000 meters in 19:05 and'
the 3.000 meters in 1033.79, while ,
junior Holly ' Halterman, who
finished second in the high jump
(4-1- 0) and third in the 400-mete- r,
intermediate hurdles (70:43), won
the 1 meter high hurdles with a
time of 15:77. Junior Stephanie
Kazmierski won the 400-met- er dash
(5935) and was a member of the
women's 1600-met-er relay team,
which included sophomore Colleen
McCauley and seniors Diane Brown
and Lisa Diment, who finished first
with a time of. 4: 11.06.
Wooster To Host NCAC
Men's and Women's Tennis
Championships
By News Services
For the second time in
three years. The College of Wooster
will host the North Coast Athletic
Conference men's and women's
tennis champ inships. This year's
event win be held May 1-- 2.
..; . j , In the men's
competition.' Wooster' and defending
champion Denison are expected to
battle for the top spot, while
Kenyon and Denison - are the
favorites in women's
action. . '
For Wooster's men,
senior Dave Baka, who received a
bid to the NCAA Division. IH
National Championships last
season, is 19-1- 1 at No. 1. singles,
freshman Steve Kuri is 18-- 7 at No. 2.
singles,; while senior John Raker is
19-- 1 1 at No. 3. ' Sophomore Scott ,
McCormick. Wooster's No. 4 player,
is 19-1- 2. Senior Jeff Reiter is an
Jmpressive 22-- 7 at No. 5. and senior.
Rodney Duncan rounds out the top -
Back on Lady
good for a fourth place tie with
Case Western Reserve. . It would
eventually end up loosing, to what
was to be the conference champ,
Allegheny. Wooster Cnihsed fourth
in team 4 offense and fifth in team
defense. ' As a team, it scored 59.1
points per game, ' while allowing .
65.0. The' season was highlighted
by Diment's 34 point, scoring binge
on December 2, against Ohio
'dominican -- '' the 1 single-ga- mscoring high for the NCAC. y
! : ' Individually, me Lady
Scots had athletes ranked m every -
catagory. Diment.- - as mentioned
above, led the league in ; scoring
Also tuminx.tn fine
performances were junior Rowena .
Tan, who finished third in the kmg
'jump (16-- 2 12). freshman Kris
Mushett, who placed third in the.
shot put (35-1- 1 12) and third in the
discus (113-6- ); and sophomore
Stephanie Scierka, who look third in ,
the 1300 meteres (5:01.7) and the
3.000 meters (11:06.14). In
addition. McCauley (25.97) and
Belcher (26.22) finished second and ;
third, respectively, in the 200-aaet- er --
dash. ; -.- - ,
six with a 25-- 8 record at No. 6. In
doubles action. Baka and Raker are
20-- 9 at No. 1; Kuir and duncan are-12-- 5
at No. 2; and Reiter and junior --
Dave Pros are 16--6 at No. 3- -. --
For the women, junior '
Kirs ten Patton, who also received a"
bid to the NCAA Division -- HJ
National Championships last
season, leads the way with a record
of 16-- 3 at No. 1 singles. Freshmen ..
Jennifer Young and Mandy Langley ':,
are both 8-- 10 at Nos. 2 and 3 . --
respectively. . Senior Melissa forker '
is 3-- 7 at No. 4, while freshman ,
Estela Pereira is 8-- 10 at No. 5. '
Freshman Sue Faust, rounds out the
top six with a record of 3-- 10 at No. --
6, In doubles action. Patton and
Langley are 9-- 10 at No. 1; Forker --
and Pereira are 6--5 at No. 2, while r
junior Suzie Watson and sophomore ' --
Julie Gingery are -- 5-9 at No. 3.
Scot
while Brenda Hen was seventh with
an average ofl3.8 ppg. Diment was :
fourth in the NCAC in rebounding,
and hett was 10th. Tomasetti was
9th in assists, and Hett and Diment
were both ranked high in free-thro- w '
and field goal percentage.
-
.'Karen. Johnson,' although
plapgned with an injury early in thge .
season; bnng on. and aided the Lady
Scots with her. talent and emotional ;
Spirit. '. V.;-- ; ;-.--- r.;-",'-. ' ' '
1 f I .
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Shiltsy Going Nowhere Fast
By Christopher Shilts
This is it, the big finale, the deal where I'm
supposed to have something emotional to say about the
beauty and sadness of the end of the year, and for seniors, the
end of college ...well, bye.
Recall some of the goals I had early in the year.
All of which turned out to be failures: the Spike Owen Fan
Club, the "let's get a rink" kick, etc., etc... Remember, when
you look at the Red Sox box score in the morning paper, check
to see how ole Spike is faring.
Some immediate responses to thoughts going in and
out of my mind:
I'm really beginning to hate Macintosh s.
Neither lacrosse team was covered this week. Ill tell
you what I know. The women's team came from behind 5-- 3, to
win in overtime 6-- 5. The men won their second game of the
season, their third in two years, defeating Oberlin 7-- 1.
I hope I get hurt during football so I can visit the
training room.
This is the type of campus where if you piss on the . -- x
wrong tree, somebody somewhere is going to get quite irate.
Okay. I'm getting off the track.
Think this summer, please, about the school you hate,
most of all. Next year will be the year we find a rivaL-O- h,
boy. I can see it now. Hello. Oberlin Sports Information
Director?, this is Chris Shilts from the Wooster Voice, we took
a poll and our school ha... (just an example).
Sometimes having fun gets boring. Let's here it for
the people who never do anything but homework.
Anyone who thinks the Indians are any good is an
idiot.
I blew off track the other day and played my first
softball game in about seventeen years. I found the true
importance in life. If you live in a forest there better be a
clearing because you've gotta play ball.
To those sports who it seems we sort of blew off:
sorry, nothing personal. Catch yon next season.' "
(commercial break) Anybody who wants to write
sports for the Wooster Voice next semester contact me, Chris
Shilts, box 2716. I already know about you. Sue.
Thanks to my consistent writers throughout the year.
I appreciate your help. I don't mean you Vinnie!
I heard a rumor about testing for chewing tobacco on
members of athletic teams. Oh. goodie. Let the s.o.? smoke
dope, but if he takes any steriods or if he chews, nail his as.
(or hers?)
Congratulations to the women's swim team for beating
Kenyon. even if it was weird.
Congratulations to the Held hockey team for qualifying
for nationals again.
Congratulations to the football team for winning on
the road for the first time since 1983.
Congratulations to the men's soccer team for coming
out of nowhere and posting the best Wooster soccer record in
recent memory.
Congratulations to new coaches Jon Hind, Chris Hart,
'Jackie Rotlu May there be many more.
Baseball team - let's hope you're still playing at the
end of May.
The spring sports will continue after school is over.
As a football player and tracks ter, I'm one of the first to come,
and last to go.
Thanks for the year.. .it was long but fast.
Rebuilding Year for Men's Basketball
Taken from Graham Rayman's Collection
The Fighting Scots
men's basketball team began the
86-8- 7 season with three losses, and
one win on a lost second shot at
Marietta. At Capital's Alumni
Tournament, they lost to the host
team in the opener, and then to
Millikcn in the consolation game.
Wooster's first win of
the year was against Marietta. Good
games from emerging Frosh Matt
Heistand (19 points) and Senior
Mike O'Brien (16 points) kept the
Scots hi the game. Marietta would
go up by as much as 16 points, then
the Scots would chip awasy, lapse.
and then chip away again. During
the second half, Wooster did a much
better job of chipping away, their
defense saving the day. Many
times. Marietta was forced into
throwing up a bad shot to avoid a
45 -- second violation. With 3
seconds left, a Marietta player was
fouled, and hit both ends of the
one-and-on- e. dramatically, Wooster
inbounded to prevent overtime. The
long full-cou- rt pass went through a
Marietta player's hands, ending up
in with Gary Meszaros, who laid it
in with no time left.
In what one fan said
was the most exciting game of the
last two seasons, the men's
basketball team beat the Yoemen of
Oberlin. 107-10- 4 (OT). Before a
raucous student crowd, the game saw
ups. downs, bad calls, great plays, a
tip-sla-m, and several scuffles.
Although's Oberlin's'
Chip Winiarski . broke a Timken
Gym record with 45 points, the real
heros were Pete Losse, John Mead.
Mike Trimmer, who returned from a
semester hiatus Just in time, and
Henry Adams.
It had been a long
season for the Fighting Scots men's
basketball team. But they received
.some, solace in beating Case Western
Reserve 62-5- 0. Like their first
meeting, the game was very
physical, neither to giving quarter
to the other.
.
When the Scot's NCAC
playoff game versus the Kenyon
Lords began; J no "one thought it
would be what it had become. It
turned into one of the best games of
the year, went into triple overtime,
and pushed all those playing into
higher skill level. The teams went
at it for 55 minutes; and when it was
over Kenyon had won 68-6- 6. The
stars of the game were many and
varied: Pete" Losse, who played
nearly the whole game.-- . Matt
Heistand whose two big baskets in
the second overtime tied the game
when the Scots were less than a
minute away from elimination, Gary
Meszaros who ran the offense with a
senior's cool.
Field Hockey Team Qualified For
Nationals Again
from articles by Bob Murphy
The Fighting Scot field
hockey team was geared up for
another season in which it figured to
'her the CoTleeeVloo soort. The
team graduated only ' one member
from '85, all-confere- nce ace, Carol
Martin, who led the NCAC in
scoring.
Spetember 10. the Lady
Scots faced their regular season
challenge when they hosted Oberlin
on the Cindy Barr Memorial field. It
was a great home opener as the Lady
Scots cleaned Oberlin's clock 6-- 0.
Sophomore Kim Rowland quickly
started off the scoring for the Scots
by knocking in a goal one and a.
half minutes into the game. Next' to
score was Celinda Brandt, who
scored at the 14:43 mark. Senior
captain Kate Koehler did not want to
be left out of the action, and scored
a goal of her own with 6:13 left in
the half. To finish off the first
halfs scoring, Kim Rowland made
another goal with 3:20 to go.
The second half saw
Koehler and Brandt each score again.
The Big Red of
Denison has traditionally had a
strong field hockey team, and this
year's group was no exception.
However, after being defeated last
season by the Lady Scots, the Red
learned to treat Wooster with
considerable respect. Coach Sheila
Noonan pointed out that this was
the first year in which the Lady
Scots approached the game with an
aggressive attitude and without
feeling intimidated.
On Saturday, September
13, the Lady Scots traveled to
Granville,' where coach Noonan says
she felt they played very welL
Unfortunately, Denison scored two
successive goals late in the half
which Wooster was never able to
match; thus the game was lost 2-- 0.
The Lady Scots next
game was on Tuesday the
16th.against the Ladies of Kenyon,
in ' the"" -- bustling corruiiuhiiy.Otl'
'
Scot were all over the statistic
sheet, if not the scoreboard.
Wooster sent 16 shots toward the
goal in the first half, but none --
managed to make it in.
.
Kenyon
only was able to muster two. shot."
but one went in.
The second half saw the
Scots once again all over Kenyon.
Fortunately. Koehler was able to
score two goals from assists by
Amy Johnson at the IS and 25
minute marks in the half, giving
Wooster the victory.
The field hockey team
suffered a serious setback at the
Kutztown Invitational Tournament,
September 19-2- 0, dropping all three
games.
Two of the three games
wound up with Wooster
being shut out by the same score.
2-- 0. Against their Kutztown hosts
on Friday the 19th. the Scots gave
up a goal in each period for the
loss. Kutztown kept goal keeper
Sarah Heath quite busy, outshooting
the Lady Scots 14-1- 2.
Against the University
of Massachusetts Frostbueg. the
Lady Scots . fared no better.
Frostburgh sent a total of 19 shots
toward the goal, with two of them
going in to pu the final at 2-- 0.
What was certainly
Wooster's most'exciting game of the
season came against the Salem
College "team on Saturday the 20th.
In a heated match, the Scots wound
up losing 4-- 3, after the game had
gone into a seconds overtime
period. , ;
On Sunday, September
28, the Scots took on the then
NCAC first-rank- ed Bishops of Ohio
Wesley an. The Scots played hard in
the rain to win 2-- 0.
ArtiKtSJ)
"AfbeaninipitfWd tJbemV squacrer
came back on Homecoming Weekend s
to defeat arch-riv- al Denison 1-- 0.;
With 5:18 left in - the gamer
Freshman. Michelle Huth, from
Nairobi, Kenya, scored a goal from
an assist by Junior :Amy Johnson.
The Lady Scots shutout
five of their opponents in a row to
up their record to 11-- 5.
At the state
Tournament, the Lady Scots look on
Hiram College on Friday, October
24. Though the Scots won the game
by a slim margin of 1-- 0. they were
completely all over Hiram for the
entire game. Huth scored the Scots
only goal early in the second half,
from an assist by sophomore Jess"
Skolnikoff. Meanwhile, Wooster
goalie Sarah Heath stood around
watching the game comfortably, as
Hiram only managed one shot on
goal. ..'
The next day, the Scots
faced Ohio Wesleyan in a close
game that the Scott won 2-- 0. Both
Wooster's goals were scored in the
first half. Rowland scored from an
assists by 'Amy Johnson, and' the
other was scored by Koehler.
. ,
"Wooster was seeded
first in the Great Lakes Regional
Tournament, and therefore received a
bye in the first round;" They finally ;
faced Calvin, who they ' beat ten;
minutes into overtime on a goal by
Kim Rowland. Wooster ' beat
Denison 2-- 1 in the ' tournament
championship game, clinching a --
berth in the 'national playoffs.
4
- Fighting Scots Conclude Season With Best Record Since 1980
By Patrick Schmitz
- The College of Wooster
Fighting Scots concluded their
second rebuilding season by posting
their best . record in six years,
finishing up with a final .mark of
4-- 5. The final record represented an
increase of one victory over a 3-- 6
mark that coach Bob Tucker posted
in his first year at Wooster. On the
optimistic side of things, wins and
losses cannot tell the whole story of
the- - team's progress in two short
years.
The Scots opened the
season on a difficult note, bowing
to Division III powerhouse Mt.
Union by a score of 38-- 7. Wooster
was able to hold the Purple Raiders
to only 14 first half points before
things went out of control late in
Women's Soccer Wrap-U- p
Taken from articles by Beth Ryan and Suzanne Holm
This years women's
soccer team was young. Loaded with
talent and enthusiasm, it looked
forward to a successful season under
first-ye- ar coach, Jackie Roth.
lf Betty Title came back
as. assistant coach. . The team
consisted of juniors Carol Anderson,
Dawn Crownover, Miriam Glanz,
SuannaHplmKate Jones (captainX
KjaJiaifley Jnjufer Ljster.,;
Colleen McCauley. Cathy Scribner
and Mimi Williams. Freshmen
include Laurie Cummings, Kathy
Volleyball Summary
Highlights from Craig Lombard! and Chris ShOts
The Fighting Scots
women's volleyball team had its
work cut out for them in 1986.
They lost their entire starting
line-u- p to graduation, they have a
first year coach in Pam Smith and
they lack depth with only three
freshmen .on the team. Even after
all of the above. Coach Smith
remained optimistic stating. ". We
have a young team, the 86 season
will be a rebuilding year."
The Lady Scots got off
to a slow 1-- 10 start. The team
didn't have one senior so Coach
Smith turned to leadership from
co-capta- ins Tracey Foreman . and
Mary Hueske. both juniors.
v .Later in the year, the
Lady Scots .won three impressive
; victories in trow jover Wittenberg
University, Sinclair and Qtterbein
College.
.
Assistant Coach 'Tammy.
: Allen said.' "The team is really
pulling together and playing with a
lot of consistency.
Stron leadership and
tough defense combined with some
intense hitting, gave the women
' Scots a sweep over. Wittenberg,
15-1- 0. 15-- 2; Sinclair 15-- 4. 15-1- 2;
the third quarter. One week later,
Wooster played their first conference
game of the season, hosting the
Lords of Kenyon. In a hard fought
battle, a blocked punt that the Scots'
special teams convereted into a
touchdown, made the difference as
Wooster prevailed 17-1- 5. The
following Saturday, the
team rolled on, beating Ohio
Wesleyan 16-- 6. The victory was the
first on the road for the Scots since
1983, and gave Wooster a 2-- 1
record, their best since 198 L.
Alllegheny was Wooster's
homecoming rival for 1986. In one
of the ' ower points of the season,
the Scots played mistake prone
football, and saw a 7-- 0 lead
Dolan, Teddie Duling, Nancy Heard,
Jennifer Patterson. Cheryl Wilson
and Mia Wright.
On Wednesday
Spetember 17, the women's soccer
team tied a very aggressive Case
Western Reserve team. Case scored'
first in the beginning of the 1st half '
off a corner kick. Wooster
regrouped in the second half as
Cotieen'BanKscorecT( tat. Wooster.'.'
mid-wa- y through.
The match went. into
two fifteen minute overtimes with
and Otterbein 15-- 8, 15-- 6.
In summary of these
three matches, a strong- - offensive
performance was turned in by Dawn
LighteL Kathy Klein turned in three
solid games on defense, and Mary
Hueske played a great game all
around.
For about a week and a
half, the Lady Scots became injury
riddled, causing it to win only two
of seven during that span.
"It was a 'must' game, "
said Smith of the Denison game,
late in the season before heading
into the conference championships,
"Denison had beat us twice before
and once at home." Not this time.
The women's volleyball team, with
consistent play and high-strun- g
intensity, whipped denison in two
straight matches 15-1- 0 and 15-- 9.
Watching the game,
you wouldn't have guessed that the
Lady Scots were just 9-2- 8 going
into . ' the " " contest. Their
determination and desire to keep
fighting hard .." was that"" a
championship . enthisiasm ' and
emotion. This nigbji the Lady Scots
hasomclhing .'to' prove, ' and the
diminish into a 16-- 7 loss. Any
hopes of an upset bid for the
conference . championship were-dashe- d
on that sunny October
afternoon.
From that point.
Wooster rebounded to win a second
game on the road, subduing John
Carroll by a final score --of 15-1- 4.
Don Matthews, 'the Scots'
sophomore quarterback, had his peak
game of the season, completingf 28
passes for over 250 yards. One
week later, Wooster hosted Denison
University. In what was billed as a
grudge match in return for last year's
63-2- 1 thrashing of the Scots.
Wooster - was in contention
throughout the game. The Big Red
no scoring. The whole team put
forth a great effort. - y I
The steel --'curtain'
defense consistency of Kate Jones.
Mimi Williams, Jennifer Patterson
and Nancy Head allowed only three
shots in the second half. Suzanne
Holm played an outstanding game at
goalie.
Wooster had. a very
tough
-
schedule.playing
. six
exhausting games in nine days. The
teams included conference leaders
Allegheny, Kenyon, Denison and
helpful fans discovered the
importance of the game when, after
the final point was scored and put
away. Coach Smith leaped off the
bench with arms spread to the
beaming women wearing black and
gold.
- No one stole the
spotlight. The Lady Scots played as
a team. Tracy foreman. Dawn
Lightel and Mary Hueske spent a lot
of time on the floor,
sprawling in valiant.
.
attempts to
keep the ball in play, oftentimes
resulting in brilliant plays. Kathy --
Klein turned in some nifty tricks
herself by serving, and withb her.
play under the net. ,:
, The second game
showed promise of depth in the
future as Michelle Brittain came off
the bench to ignite the team with a .
couple of kills and splendid play on
the front line.
.
... This emotion carried
into the NCAC Conference
championships, as the Lady Scots,
finished a very strong third, in what
was to be a rebuilding year. Next
year,. everyone. returns.
was hampered by the absence of
their leading offensive threat, Chris
.Spriggs, while Wooster miossed
Matthews for uch of the second half
due to a knee injury. Matthews
hobble off the bench to lead the
team down the field for a final
chance to knot the score, but a
fourth down pass fell incomplete at
the Denison 15 with less than a
minute remaining on the clock.
The Scots played their
hearts out against Case Western
Reserve, the following Saturday.
Attempts to overcome last seasons
humiliating 37-- 0 defeat fell short, as
Case converted three Don Matthews
interceptions into points, and
prevailed 17-- 0.
Oberlin. The Lady Scots also played
Kalamazoo, a team ranked 11th'
nationally .in Division HL . The team
has also had just, plain, bad luck.
Parent's Weekend saw Wooster lose
t heartbreaker to a very tough
Oberlin team. Wooster began the
scoring in the middle of the first
half with a goal by freshman Nancy
; Heard. Oberlin answered with a goal
: farly in the second half, and the
score remained locked until the last
five seconds of the game when
Oberlin headed one in to move past
The final two garnet of
the season represented the highs and
los of the entire year for Wooster.
Against the University of Rochester
at home on November 11, the Scots
ruined any chance of compiling a
winning record by dropping another
mistake filled game, 16-- 3. The
victory for the Yellow Jackets was
their first in over a year. . In the
final contest of the season,
however, Wooster showed its
character by downing Oberlin
College for its third road win of the
season. 8-- 3. The special teams
blocked their second punt of - the
season, and Dave Baka added two
field goals, as the Scots finished the
season with a 3-- 3 record in the
NCAC.
the Lady Scots. It also lost to i
Kenyon 3-- 0. and Allegheny 1-- 0.
. . , . ( . . The , women's soccer f
team finished its season with a
dissappointing 2-11- -2 '. record.
Although the record U poor, it does
not show, nowhere near, tne teams i
talent and notential. ' In only its
second year as a varsity sport at
Wooster. , the "protm
building.
mm fMEMSBBSr SJPa
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Field Hockey
Player
Koehler, Kate
Rowland, Kimberly
Buth, Hichella
Johnson, Any
Brandt, Celinda
Heath, Sarah
Hollingshead, Susan
Blackadar,- - Lisa
Skolnikoff, Jessica
Dugan, Jennifer
Walther, Nancy
Stephens, Lara
Wright, Ellen
Bacon, Libby
Carneal, Kristen
Gribbin, Beth
Dippel, Karye
Baccarella, Martina
Pater son, Hary
Jaaeson, Jennifer
GOALIES Games
Heath, Sarah 18
Beebe, Margaret 4
Games
SIC - Shots Inside Circle
A - Assist
Pts - Points
GS - Goalie Saves
GA - Goals Against
PPG - Points Per Gaae
Naae No. CP SA C APts F dC
Carlos Pettinau 2 19 56 9 9 27 42 5
Dave Lynn 3 18 28 2 1 5 29 0
Toko Bands 4 9 11 0 11 6 0Scott Cunseleann 5 19 12 0 2 2 31 1
John Porter 6 19 36 5 3 13 9 0
Chris Drake 7 15 16 3 2 8 7 2
Chuck Crawford 8 19 48 7 5 19 27 52
Jeff Musich 9 16 24 1 4 622 20Steve Russ 10 19 47 9 3 21 35 0
Hans-Oei- ter Beck 11 16 15 2 0 4 4 0
David Scruggs 12 19 1 0 2 2 7 0
Chris David 13 19 5 0 1 1 39 0
Roger Sherman
.14 14 0 0 1 1 16 2Jia Shenk 15 11 1 1 0 2 6 0
Steve Kuri 16 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jay fleet 18 9 61 0 2 2 0Kirk Neuceiter 19 18 21 3 2 8 28 0
Eailio Ruocco 20 5 1 0.0 0 0 0Jia Van Dyke 21 6 0 0 0 0 -- 3 0
Chuck Shenk 22 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
David Lake 23 3 0 0 0 0 3 0
Hike Finnic 24 4 0 0 0 010Ed Meckel 25 4 1 1 0 2 2 1
Alex Helander 16 5 .0 0 0 0 1 0
Dave Jones 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
W0OSTER TOTALS 19 333 44 36 124 322 83
OPPONENTS TOTALS 19 188 18 12 48 310 65
denotes a double assist
denotes 2 goals scored
DATE HA NOOSTER
090186 H WOO 1
090586 H WOO 1
090686 H WOO 2
091386 H WOO 2
091786 H WOO 4
092086 A WOO 2
092486 A WOO 4
092786 H WOO 0
093086 A WOO 2
100486 H WOO 9
101186 A WOO 1
101286 A WOO 3
101486 H WOO 0
W2186 A WOO 21Q2S86 H WOO 3
102986 A WOO 2U0186 H WOO 4
130486 H WOO 0
110786 A WOO 2
SIC soc
18 35 27 9 4 22 0 1.2
19 31 5 10 1 21 0 1.1
11 15 2 5 1 11 0 1.0
19 36 18 2 5 9 0 0.5
17 13 6 3 0-- 6 0 0.4
17 0 0 2 0 4 0 0.2
19 1 110 2 1 0.119 32 2 0 2 2 2 0.1
19 15 20 0 2 2 1 0.1
18 14 4 0 0 0 0 0.0
18 2 1 0 0 0 2 0.0
17 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
19 0 0 0 0 0 6 0.0
17 3 8 0 0 0 0 0.0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
1 o 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
1 0 0 0 0 00 0.01 o 0 0 0 o o.o
GA SA GS Save Pet. Shutouts
17 207 149 .897 9
1 10 6 .857 2
SOC - Shots Outside Circle
G - Goal
Games - Gases Played
DS - Defensive Saves
SA - Shots Against
credit
by Nooster
OPPONENT
Earlhaa 0
Ohio Northern 0
Calvin 1
Oberlin 0
Mt. Union 0
Kenyon 1
John Carroll 1
Ohio Hesleyan 3
Allegheny 1 .
111. Benedctne 0
Grinnell .1
Colorado 0
Otter bein 3.
Marietta . 0
Case Reserve 0
Denison 1
Wittenberg 0
Akron . 3
Wheaton ! 3
Wooster Invitational
NCAA Division III national tournament game
Pts OS -- PPG
Men's Soccer
RECORDNCAC
1-0-- 00-0
2-0-- 00-0
3-0-- 00-0
4-0-- 01-0
5-0-- 01-0 i
6-0-- 02-0
7-0-- 02-0
7-1-- 02-1
8-1-- 03-1
.
9-1-- 03-1
9-1-- 13-1
.-
-
10-1-1- 3-1
,
10-2-1- 3-1
11-2-1- 3-1
12-2-1- 4-1
13-2-1- 5-1 12nd place)
14-2-1- 5-1
14-3-1- 5-1
14-4-1- 5-1
at Ohio Hesleyan
ICEL MAXmi- - ;
'i
' KESQUS F!-ff"?$-- $ .Kf-r;- ' '
DATE LOCATION " SCORE OVERALL NCAC
Septeaber 10 HOME Hooster 6 Oberlin 0 1--0 1--0
Septeaber 13 AWAT Nooster 0 Oenison 2 1- -1 1- -1
Septeaber 16 AWAY Nooster 2 . Keryon 1 2--1 2--1
September 20 TOORN Nooster 0 Prostburg St 2 2--2 2--1
Septeaber 20 TOURN Hooster 3 - Sales St 4 2-- 3 2--1
Septeaber 21 TOURS Nooster 0 Kutxtown St 2 2- -4 2- -1 i
Septeaber 24 AWAT Nooster 4 Huskingua 0 3- -4 2--1
Septeaber 27 HOME Nooster 2 Ohio Wesicyan 0 4- -4 3- -1 -
Septeaber 30 AWAY Nooster 0 Oberlin 1 ' 4- -5 3--2
October 4 HOME Nooster 1 Oenison 0 - 5--5 r 4- -2 v- -
October 8 BOMS Nooster 4 Kenyon 1 " C--S 5--2
October 18 AWAT Nooster 1 Wittenberg 0 7--5 5--2 H- -
October 21 AWAY Nooster 1 Ohio Wesleyan 0 8--5 6--2
October 24 STATE
October 25. STATE
October 25 STATE
FIRST
Noveaber 1 REGIONAL
Noveaber 1 REGIONAL
FIRST
Noveaber 7 NATION
COLLEGE
END OF REGULAR SEASON
Nooster 1 Riraa 0 9--5
Nooster 2 Ohio Hesleyan 0 10-- 5
Nooster 1 Wittenberg 0 11--5
PLACE IN STATE TOURNAMENT
Hooster 2
Hooster 2
PLACE IN GREAT LAKES
Hooster 0
END OF SEASON
Calvin
Oenison
REGION
Bentley 4
OF NOOSTER 1986 FINAL FOOTBALL RESOLXS
DATE BA WOO OPP NL NCAC OVERALL
RECORD RECORD tf
Sept. 13 H 7 Mount Union 38 L 0--0 0--1
Sept. 20 H 17 Kenyon , 15 W 1--0 1- -1
Sept. 27 A 16 Ohio Wesleyan 6 W 2--0 2--1
Oct.- - 4 M 7 Allegheny 16 L 2--1 2--2
Oct. 11 A 15 John Carroll 14 N 3- -1 3- -2
Oct. 18 B 0 ' Denison c 7 - L -- - 1--2- 3--3
Oct. 25 A C Case 17 L 3--3 3- -4
Nov. 1 H ' 3 Rochester 16 L 3--4 3--5 v
Nov. 8 A 8 Oberlin 3 H 4- -4 --5.- .
COLLBG8 OF NOOSTER 1986 FINAL MEN'S CROSS
EVENT
Case Reserve Invitational
G.L.C.A.
Nooster Invitational
Tri-Sta- te
All-Oh- io
Kent State Invitational
Otterbein
NCAC Championships .
COLLEGE OF HOOSTER 1986 FINAL WOMEN'S CROSS
6- -2
6-
-2
6- -2
12--5 6- -2
13- -5 6- -2
13--6 6- -2
GOQNTRT RESCUES
FINISHTEAMSPOINTS
2nd of 5 teams 41
1st of 8 teams 49
1st of 11 teams 61
4th of 21 teams 158 .
13th of 37 teams
2nd of 7 teams
4th of 5 teams 87
2nd of 7 teams 54
DATE BA EVENT . FINISHTEAMSPOINTS
Sept. 13 A Case Reserve Invitational 1st of 5 teams 31 .
Sept. 20 A G.L.C.A. 2nd of 7 teams 61
n Sept. 27 ' ttxster Invitational 2nd of 13 teams 98 r
Oct. 18 A .Kent State Invitational 9th of 10 teams
Nov. 1 A NCAC Championships . 3rd of 7 teams
Nov. is A NCAA Division III G.L.C.A. 5th of 9 teams 134
J Field Hockey
Kathy Dolan
Teddie Duling
Nancy Heard
Colleen Banks
Cblleen McCauley
Jennifer Ifetterson
Kate Jones i lz.Cheryl Wilson
Carol Anderson
Laurie CuHalnija
Cindy Drake
Leslie Durner
Miriam GLam
Anne Banrahan
'Karen Barley
Lisa Bochhauser
Eileen Robinson
Catty scritner
Miai William
Mia Wright .
20T
2CT
20T
15
9
13
13
11
14
13
.--
XI
14
9
15
15
15
8
14 .
15
5
11
Goals
"3
1
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0 X
0 ,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Men's Swimming
Nov. 7- -8
--Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb
Feb
Feb.
15--16
21
22
5
6
13
13
15
16
23-- 24
: f
6
11
19-- 21
ALL-AMERI- CA
NCAC Relays
Wittenberg Invitational
Case Western Reserve
John Carroll
Denison
Mt. Onion Relays
NT. UNION
rberlin
Ohio Wesleyan
Ashland
Findlay
Indiana Central Invit.
Wittenberg
Ohio Northern
Hi ran
NCAC ChaapionshipB
200 Freestyle Relay Kris Bausann
Kay Schverzler
Brooke Henderson
Andrea Weigel
200 Medley Relay Jennifer Kellaa
Tracy Kaufson
Brooke Henderson
Assists feints ?. feintsGam
. 2
0
. o
"
;
o
o
o
ii0
, 0
: S - .0 Jv
'.0, .
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
2
' 4
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 Kenyon (H) 3 99 0--1-0 0-- 1--0
1 CWRO (A) 1 917 0--1-1 0--1-1
Findlay (A) , 1 920 0--1-1 1-- 1--1
1 Oberlin (A) 0 ' 924 1--1-1 2-- 1--1
0 Allegheny (H) 6 927 1-- 2-1 2-- 2--1
0 ' Kalanazoo (H) 7 928 1--2-1 2-- 3--1
0 Denison (A) 2 930 1--3-1 2-- 4--1
1 CNRO (H) 1 103 1--3-2 2-- 4- -2
LOc Ohip Wesleyan (H) 3 noJrO4 1--T? 2-- 5--g
1 Wittenberg (B) 3 1015 1-- 4-2 2-- 6- -2
1 Cberlin (H) 2 1018 1--5-2 2-- 7--2
0 Kenyon (A) 3 1023 1--6-2 2-- 8--2
F Allegheny (A) F 1025 1--7-2 2-- 9- -2
0 Denison (H) 4 1030 1-- 8-2 2-1- 0-2
n ni mQwn f 111 1-- 9-2 2-1- 1-2
FINISHTEAMS
4th of 7
1st Of 5
104-- 74
105--81
125--82
1st of 6
107-- 73
; 100-- 95
95--62
95--56
93-- 26
4th of 16
120--81
91-- 64
89--71
5th of 7
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
oj.
0.1
o.o
0.0
0.0
o.o:,
0.0
0.0
0.0 .
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
'TOOLS 15 9 4 22 1.5
Goalie Statistics Gases Snots Saves Goals Shutouts GPG
Dawn Crownover 9 107 85 22 0.5 2.2
Susanna Sola 12 111 92 19 0.5 1.5Lisa Bochhauser 16 5 1 0.0 1.0OPPONENTS 12 145 136 9 1-- 0 0.9
Seas Statistics Gases Goals Assists feints feintsGame
W0C6TER 15 9 4 22 1.6
Opponents 15 42 10 94 6.2
NCOSTER vs. OPPONENT DATE NCAC TOTALS
ALL-CONFERE- NCE
Sarah Frost
. Tracy Kaufnan
Andrea weigel
Andrea Genes
Loci Hayes
BBBB22l!BZlilI2Iai
RECORD
0--0
0--0
1--0
2--0
2- -rl
3-
-1
4--1
5--1
6--1
7--1
8- -1
9--1
10--1
lil!'3u flTrjrfK curTME"WOOSTER VOICFT
Volleyball
FOREMAN
JGXLLHOR1
'KLEIN --
HEADLET
BRITTAIH
"RANDALL '
LIGHTEL
ANFANG "
WALSH
CLOSER '
-- BOESKE
' KELLX .
'"TOTAL
.
FOREMAN
, GZLLMOR
KLEIN
HEADLEY
BRITTAIH
RANDALL
LIGHTEL
ANFANG
.WALSH
CLOSER
BOESKB
KELLY
DATE
K & TA AP SA SB
38 12 162 20 29 13
20 24: 111 "4 0 3
181 128 643 8 7 22
100 63 398 9 - 28 31
70 88 327 --6 23 40
24 32 125 8 12
202 155 718 -- 7 " 36 ,J58
52 40 307 4 - 46 -- 34
,1 0 1 100 1 0
0 0' 0 0 0 0
93 85 434 2 32 40
0 a 0 0 0 0
Nov. 7- -8
i.
Nov. 15-- 16
Nov. 21
Nov. 22
Dec. 5
Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 16
2
Jan. 23--24
Jan. 27
Jan. 31
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 19-- 21
tar. 13--15 :
HONORABLE MENTION
323
12
226
251
174
90
344
340
8
0
266
- SP DE TO - OP .
96 79 338 77
75 26 ' - 92 ' 72
90 102 - 490 f- -i 79
88 88 i- - 321 .- - 73
77 89 1293270
87 i 117 J 5
83 129 ' 482 73
90 - 98- - 349- - .72
100 2 00'- - 0 . J.00
85 9- 5- 438 ,nfcv780, 0 .0.Wi6
RE TR RP BE SB TB BP XE TX- - XP.aiS I
6 45 87 0 0 1 100 - 46 1456. 97 ifl0 8 100 10 2 58 83 27- - iJJ754 .i96jDt
47 457 90 41 19 179 77 7 .84 ,92;3j91
55 241 77 34 15 103 67 6 aUsL 929n3
41 226 82 38 6 92 59 13 143 91 78
21 86 76 15 4 42 64 2 34 94 50
90 469 81 19 17 93 80 1 38 97 91
55 267 79 21 3 71 70 3 60 95 86
3 8 63 0 0 0 C 0 13 100' 3
1 3 66 0 0 0 01 "'0 0'f0.' 334 283 88 14 14 - 63 78 8 220 96 78
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL I
I
K - KILL RE - RECEPTION ERROR . " I
, E - ATTACK ERROR TR - TOTAL RECEPTION '. I
TA - TOTAL ATTACK RP - RECEPTION I
: AP - ATTACK' "- - ' --- 'BB"--- BLOCKING ERROR -- " f v - ' I
' SA - SERVING ACE SB - SOLO BLOCK
--
'I- SB - SERVING ERROR " TB - TOTAL BLOCK IBP - BLOCKING ITS - TOTAL SERVE -
SP - SERVE XE - SET ERROR I
DB - DIG ERROR TX - TOTAL SET . I
XP - SETTING IID - TOTAL DIG
DP - DIG - G - GAMES (NOT INCLUDING WALSH)
Women's Swimming
EVENT FINISHTEAMS
NCAC Relays 4th of 7 (84 pt5
Wittenberg Invitational 1st of 5
Case Western Reserve
John Carroll
Denison
Mt. Onion Relays
MT. ONION
Cberlin
125--53
107-- 89
122 12-9- 3 12
1st of 6
87-- 37
99-- 80
' '
- :
RECORD
.i0--0 :,
-
0--0 ; :
.
'
-
1--0
2--0
3--0
4--0
5--0
Ohio Wesleyan ; 118--77 :6-- 0
Aanland 107-- 30
--
... L r-7-- 0 .
Findlay 107-- 52 ' ' "i--O
Indiana Central Invit. 1st of 12
aeveland State 126-- 58 V 8--1
Wittenberg 129--81 ' S' 9-- 1 '
Ohio Northern ' 102-- 81 , '
, io--i
tenyon
.
'
135-1- 30 li
NCKCrChacfdonsniss) ' ' ' 2nd of 7 team
NCAA Division III '
National Cbanpionships
800 Freestyle Relay Kris Bausann
Sarah Frost
Aay Thayer
Handy lipf
5th
A- - v
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A scene from the Wooster Invitational . Wooster beat Otterbein for the team championship.
Photo by John Corriveau News Services
Men's Soccer Establishes Dynasty
By Christopher Shilts
The College of Wooster
Men's soccer team picked up a new
habit, winning, one that they hope
will be hard to break.
The team pushed its
record to an impressive 6-- 0. their
best start ever. The outstanding
play by the Scots did not go
unnoticed by rival coaches, who had
them ranked early as the 15ih best
team nationally. Division III, and as
the third best team in the region.
The Scots blew by an
overwhelmed Mt. Union squad by
the impressive - score of 4-- 0.
Despite the large margin at the end,
the Scots led only 1-- 0 at the half
from a Steve Russ header off a
comer kick.
The team then had two
days to prepare for a rapidly
improving Kenyon team. Nye noted
that the Lords were the strongest he
had seen them in ten years. After a
scoreless first half. Wooster soon
found itself in an unfamiliar
position, trailing by one goal as
Kenyon scored at the 16:18 mark.
Menfs and Women's Swimming Finish . Impressive Season
By News Services
For the 1986-8- ? men's and
women's swim teams, the. recently
finished season should stand as the
"season of pride." Both the steams'
sweat and tears finally paid divider s
as each team individually received
.national respect, and together the
teams gained the deserved respect of
our campus-communit- y; an excellent
representative of the Wooster
tradition. The coaching of Keith
Beckett, NCAC men's coach of the
year, and respected assistants. Amy
Russ and Ken Plusquellc. guided the.
teams to excellent seasons and
should be commended for their
committtment to Wooster and their
swimmers.
THE
Wooster soon came back and tied up
the game when Chris drake scored
after a wild scramble in from the
Kenyon goal. Wooster then went I
ahead for good on a goal by Dave
Lynn, set up by a brilliant assist
from Thoka Banda.
The team drilled
previously unbeaten JotaXMVMMr
the score of 4-- 1. Nearly midway
through the first half. Wooster
scored when Steve Russ knocked in
a pass trom Jonn rorter. roner
scored later in the half as a took a
pass from Jeff Musich to make the
score 2-- 0. Carlos Pettinau
then scored quickly as the second
half opened, pushing Wooster to a
3-- 0 lead. Wooster's persistent
defense seemed to relax after this
very comfortable lead was achieved.
Wooster then prepared
for its big game against Ohio
Wesley an on Saturday. Unfortuantly
for the team and a enthusiastic home
crowd, the Wesleyan team, ranked
second in the nation, rolled to a 3-- 0
win.
Perhaps the highlight
of the year, odd though it may seem,
was the Lady Scots' victory of
reigning national champ, Kenyon
(135-130- ). Even though the
women's victory was more of a
result of unusual circumstances a
weird Kenyon disqualification at
the m& of the meet the women
all, warn extremely well and clearly
showed that they can compete with
the best. Head Coach Beckett said,"
Kenyon .was ranked first in the
preseason,"" they are ranked first now,
and in all probability, Kenyon will
be ranked first at the end of the
season." In the face of such
dominance, it was a great feat for
tytiOSfgft VOICE MAY 1, 1987
Wooster had its easiest
game of the season as it annihilated
minios Benedictine by the lopsided
'core of 9-- 0, . running its record to
9-- 1. 1
The soccer team made a
successful trip to Marietta as it won
oy a t--u margin.
ii2 &Wgm.ivpw"E?ir ascoring --wiui a oj noniTMunn
Jay Rembe who headed the ball into
the Marietta goal from an assist
from Carlos Pettinau. The second
goal came from Carlos Pettinau on a
brilliant demonstrate- - of
ball-handli- ng as he took the ball
around two defenders and then
chipped the ball over the keepers
head.
The team ran its record
to 12-2- -1 with a victory over Case
Western Reserve. The lost their
final game of the year to Division I
powerhouse, Akron, but clinched a
berth into the national playoffs.
the women to keep up with Kenyon
and this they did extremely will. It
was just eight points behind when
the Kenyon relay team was
disqualified.
If there was any doubt
about Wooster swimming, it was
quickly eliminated by the 1986-8- 7
Division III National Swim
Championships. The men finished
42nd nationally and the women
placed fifth nationally.
For the men, the 42nd
place finish is a great improvement
over last year and clearly showed the
increasing strength of Wooster
men's swimming. The men spent
more s'wimmers to nationals this"
..Cleveland Sports Scene
By Pat Schmitz
The biggest item in the
world of sports in Northeast Ohio
today is the same' one that was
dominant in September: the
Cleveland Browns. Fresh from an
exciting 11-- 5 season that included a
trip to the AFC Championship game
and a narrow overtime loss to the
Denver Broncos, the Browns
participated in the NFL college draft
on Tuesday. With their first-roun- d
draft pick, Cleveland selected.
These players are added to the
team's nucleus, which includes a
high-power- ed offense driven by 23
year-ol- d quarterback Bcrnie Kosar,
running backs Kevin Mack and
Earnest Byner and tight end Ozzie
Newsome, and a tenacious defense
under the guidance of linebackers
Clay Matthews and Chip Banks,
nose tackle Bob Colic, and
cornerbacks Hanford Dixon and
Frank Minniefield. The Browns
remain slightly weak on the
defensive line, but overall, the team
is young, talented, and an odds-o- n
favorite to recapture the AFC Central
Divison Championship in 1987, if
not go the Super Bowl.
The Cleveland Indians
appear to be more pretenders than
contenders in the early going in the
1987 season. They have not
tIf.imBrqyed thejr pitcbta& one.. bit.
from last year. . Regardless of the
addition of veteran Steve Carlton
and any improvements on the part
of phenom Greg Swindell and Rich
Yett, you must keep in mind that the
year (4) than they had in the last
five years: Scott McLean, George
Miller, Eric Schoenke and Jeff Burt. --
Each swimmer is now "ranked
nationally , and seniors Miller and
Mclean should be commended for
their committment to Wooster
.
swimming. -
As for the women, they
did excellently as they placed 5th
nationally. This is an amazing
accomplishment for they were 7th
last year, and it is quite a feat to
repeat as a finisher in the top ten
rankings. Each woman should be
pleased as they really showed their "
strength as their relays (200-medl- ey
and 200-fre- e) placed 1iigh:'" Diver"
-- .
likes of Tom Candiotti, Ken
Schrom, and Ernie Catnacho all had
rAr cncnn r in lQRfi anil the
knuckleballer Phil ' Nickro is 48
years old.
.
Because' of the pitching
problems' .(Frank Wills, a 28
year --old two-tea- m reject is . the
stopper), the Tribe s splendid regular
lineup, wiiii.il nikiuu wiuiu
all-sta- rs such as Joe Carter, Cory
Snyder, Mel Hall. Brook Jacoby.
and Julio Franco, will have to wait
for a chance at the pennant. The
minor league system has some "
talent, such as starters John Farrell,
Joe SkalskL and Rod Nichols and
swingman Mike Murphy, but noneA.
of these pitchers will have an
impact until the fall, at the earliest.
A trade for pitching is,
still likely, since veterans such as
Bemanzard could easily be dispensed
in favor of rookies such as Ed- -
Williams. Jay Bell , and Tommy --
Hinzo. In conclusion, the Indians
could be an above-averag- e team with
either a trade or a miracle. If not,
look for a .500 season and a
possible breakthrough next year. w
Finally, the Cleveland
Cavaliers remain a team in a state of
crisis. Aside - from their trio of
rookie stars: Ron Harper;" Brad
Daugherty; and John Williams, the
Cavs have a team of has-bee- ns and
execution xt torwata --iui nuooara.
jviei i urpin. tut uuujue,
become nothing more than
280-pou- nd Cleveland joke'and
Craig Ehol and Tyrone Corbin were1
c :
''
.
'" "; sec
'.c.r .
m
Lori Hayes was 20th in the 1 --meter
and 19th in 3 --meter. Brooke.
Henderson placed 2nd nationally in
the 50-fre- e and should be the
favorite to win next yearns
Henderson also placed 7th in the
100 breast and 11th in the 100 free:
Another excellent performance was
turned in by sophomore Sarah Frost
placing 13th in the 200 LM., 9th u
the 400 LM. and 12th in the 200
backstroke.
Recognition celebration Honors
College Leaders and Scholars
By David A. Dean
On April 24 The College of
Wooster - held . the annual
Recognition Banquet. Held in
Kittredge Dining Hall, the students,
faculty and alumni were treated to a
fine array of salads, choice meats. .
Chamber music was provided by The
College of Wooster String Ensemble
as scholars and . leaders on the
campus. Below are the prizes and
honors as well as the students who
received such honors.
The, Robert James Brown
Memorial Peace Prize (Ian M. Fried),
I
Prize in Chemistry (Vivien W. Chan
and Sammuel W. Genritz), The Alan
C. Collins Fund (Margaret D.
Luehrs), The Elias Compton
Freshman" Prize
.
(Karin M. King),
The Joseph Albertus Culler Prize in
Physics (Chee Y. Beh), The James
Kendall Cunningham Memorial Prize
under the direction of Joanne Cohen-- (Matthew A. Amiri) The Raymond R.
Honors. prizes, and Day Prize in Urban Studies (Joseph
scholarships were awarded in several R. Durham).
departments ' and campus The Donaldson Prize in
organizations. Special recognition Fiction (Michelle L.' Pears all, Carrie
was, given to Students with L. Allison and David G. Albin), The
Distinguished Academic Records. J. ' Garber Drushal Scholarship
National Presbyterian Scholars from (Antoine Q. Hudson 86-8- 7 recipient.
1983-198- 6.
. National Merit Yvette Harris 87-88- ). The Aileen
Scholarship Students, and College Dunham Scholarship and Prize in
Scholar's. History (Rebecca A. Wolfe and
i The annual recognition Karen D. Johnson). The John D.
banquet was first conceived by Dr. Fackler Award (Richard M. Crouse).
and Mrs. Donald. W. Dewald of The German Department Book Prize
Mansfield in celebration of those (Wolfgang R. Hoechele), The
who have distinguished themselves Frances Guille Memorial Fund
(Katherine W. Swigart). The G.
Pauline Ihrig Prize . in French
(Pamele S. Cibula).-Th- e Heinrich
Jenny-Schul- er Prize; (Matthew E.
Hiestand). The Sally Comin
Kaneshige Scholarship Fund
The Dorothy Reid Dalzell Award (Barbara S. Bell).
(Janet McCracken). The Mary . The Ralph Kinsey
'.'Sanborn Allen Prize (Karla J.- - Memorial Prize (Carrie L.
;
'TI)omaj),:,The HaroU Ojnd Helen !Affisoit;"MaryW. Co d Reian ,k&tfsWri&' V.Knapp).rTne Lyman'C. Knigltf Sr..
Heldman), The Willis C. Behoteguy Prize in Physical Education and
I Prize in French (Laura J. Schwartz). Mathematics (Lori L. Hayes), The
I The Blanchard Award (Imrana Maud Knight Prize in Religion
Malik), The Urlene F. Brown Prize (Andrea L. Castner). The Paul Evans
' in thePerforming Arts (Josephine lam ale prize in the Soctal-4cienc- es
.: A. Robinson), The Robert Bruce (Julie L. Rice). The Lewis L. LaShell
t Memorial Scholarship (Thokozani Memorial Scholarship (Chris E.
; M. Banda, Diornie M. Ousley and Housmekerides), The Delbert G. Lean
Thomas C Webster), The Elizabeth Prize in Speech (Emily A. Tobias).
. Hazlett Bucharm - Scholarship (Laura The Maxine R. Loehr ' Piano
B. VanDale), The John W. Chittum Scholarship (Brenda C. Troxtell).
1rI ) rl l
u unit i Mfi u
( v -
l - -
T " "
' ,J' 'mi null,. uik.... tVtrniSi v,
I ? I fill4 I tit ) II
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The Lubrizol. Awards (Patrick W.
Blosser, Kevin .M. Burns and Todd
P. . Wilson). The Labrizol
Scholarship (Patrick M. Jeffries).
The Alice Hutchison Lytle --
Biology Award (Amy B. Cilimburg),
The Donald R. MacKenzie Prize in
Art (Heather S. AbO, The Robert W.
McDowell Prize in Geology (Brian
E. Bodenbender). The Albert Gordon
McGaw ' memorial . Scholarship
(Imrana Malik). The Charles B.
Moke Prize ( Abraham E. Springer).
The Tom Neiswander Memorial
Award (Diane E. Brown), The Phi
BetaKapaJeimiferlinironia2dB
I Oft I V o
8m C
StorrsX The Netu Strain Scon Prizes
in Art (Studio Art: Nancy B. Curtis,
Art History: James A. Van Dyke).
The Helen Secrest Scholarship
(Melanie J. Rest), the Maria Sexton
Award (Karen D. Johnson), The
Leslie. Gordon Tait Scholarship
(Laura B. VanDale). The Edward
Taylor prizes (James A. Van Dyke
and Richard M. Crouse). The Karl
Trump Scholarship -- ' (Andrew J.
Doud), The Fransis and Elizabeth
Twinem Scholarship (Vincent I.
Frazzini, Christine L. Andrews and
Joseph; M.Jhomas). 4
The Ricarda Valencia Prize
for Excellence in the Department of
Spanish and Italian (Brenda L.
WapersHieKKVeSteePrizein
Your Government has published thousands
ofbooks to serve America. And now
the Government Printing Office has ...
- put together a catalog of the
Government's "Bestsellers almost a
thousand books in all. Books like
The Space Shuttle at Work, Starting
a Business, U.S. Postage Stamps,
and National Parks Guide and
Map. I daresay there's even
information on one of my favorite
subjects printing. "
Find out what the Government
has published for you send y
for your free catalog. Write ;
ticvf Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013
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Brian E. BodenbenderX' The Preiser Geology and Geography (Lynn A.
Foundation Scholarship (Emily W.; Neal), The Cary R. Wagner Prize in
Chemistry (Michael E. Lavilia). The
Elizabeth Sidwell. Wagner Prize in
-- Mathematics (Susan E. Rice and
Laura A. Weast). The Dr. John
gardner Weeks Scholarship Fund
(Diane E. Brown). The Douglas F.
Weiler Scholarship (Todd J. Wilson
86-8- 7 recipient. Jenny Potee 87-8- 8
X The Miles Q. White Prize (James
H.
.
Kim). The Robert E. Wilson
Award (Diana L. Parker). The Ralph
A. 'Young Scholarship (Andrea L.
Castner).
.
I
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American
Red Cross
YOOSTER OFFICr
ma
EQUIPMENT
DESIGN LAYOUTS
inc.
lsnrmoft design srr
OFFICE FURNITURE ft SUPPLIES
800-237-11- 11
MON-F-M
t:30-5:3-0
264-120- 0
KOGSTEX
421 N. SOUTH ST.
o
LOU RENTAL RATES
Compare our low rates
--i " I
Air conditioning avsllabla
.12 or 15 passengar Maxlwagon ayallsbla
NED ADAMS 262-101- 0
CHaYSlERR-YMOUT- H U"rTY544 E.
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YOUH COr.'PLETE FLOPJCT
Reccrd Stcre : ;
All Types Reccrds-Tepes-f.tus- ic Videos i
LOCAL
Rcnt-a-C-cr
I
CD m
& FTD DELIVERIES ... PHONE,
WOOSTER IttLLTOttM: 345-59- 18
. OnnYHXE: S33-72- 17
'
' ;' OPEN TILL 9:PM -
MON-THR- U SAT
SUN 11AM-6P-M
Rent From Your Ford Dealer
VILLAGE
FORD UMCOUMCZftCURY
MILLERSBURG 204-201- 7
Rent by the day, week or month
Most major credit cards accepted
Low rates include proper insurance
15 Passenger Club Wagons available
!
The Ultimate
USED RECORDS
SPECIAL ORDERS
IMPORTS
CUT-OU- TS
RBJTA-CA- R
CENTfft
utimJinn
I
OLDIES
NEW AND
W Carry A
Sajlcctioai aif
orrs'GMEETMI .
CAJIOS
KMTOM '
DOVM.
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CAMOLES
HAMGMG
BASKETS
IN HOUSE BOOKMG
. AGENCY
263-611- 0
437 E. PINE WOOSTER OHK
?w BOOSTER ;
4V--- ; FUML STOUE
c:o.w. UBWAHY
MMCINQ
LOT
uwutt r
204-003- 0
' . DAY CR isGHT-- -
.wet. Mown
CORSAGES FUNERALS - WEDDINGS - BIRTHDAYS - GIFTS
CUT FLOWERS POTTED PLANTS - FRUTTBASKETS ,
CD wiraKinowmniOTMSKm1 AITOCAMDT
OPEN SAM - 6PM Mbj - SAT
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...
Ql5
COMPLETE MAJUN6 SERVICES WORD PROCESSING BLUEPRINTS LAWNATIN8 COPIES ;
PAPER OF ALL TYPES ARTIST '
. BUSINESS FOWMS FOflM DCStON COLOU WNT)K3 BUSINESS CARDS " ,
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Dave Baka
v
TIM ABRAMS
Home: South Salem, N.Y.
Class: Junior
Major Urban Studies
Sport: lacrosse
GUNSELMAN
-- a Home: , Brecksville, OH
, ; Class: Senior..
Major Physics Senior
Independent Study Thesis is entitled
The Physics of a Racquetball
Racquet: The Sweet Spot"
.
-- Sport: . Men's - soccer- -
Captain Junior and Senior year. All
-- NCAC first team Senior year. All
NCAC honorable mention
I
8
Stephanie Kazineierski ( Track)
:r: -- jr
i" i--
"
.1
1 1 j
UK X
MIKE COLLINS
Home: Wooster. OH
Class: Senior
Major , Sociology
Sport:r '"
golf ; -
T nll ith . sianea.
our new coach. He shows a lot of goifmg at age 8; participated in an
excitement and interest which has kinds of sporu through, high
helped me to improve in my playing school; AU-Americ- an sophomore ,
ability." y 095
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198-8'0Hefd?it)s)utstan- duig Athletes
A, -- Sl
- f
r
NAME: SCOTT REED Brenda Heil ( BasketbaB)
A
J- -
i-
-2
Frank Windsor ( Lacrosse)
Tad Mason (Golf)
iih.Stutav
J.
I
4
5SJ
1. HOC?,.-- !
() indicates that no information was obtained by the athlete
t
.
--John Raker (Tennis) . .
.vAVMfeOB &NES
. , rBO&EeiideJOH
-
l ' --MajoH Chemistry .
Sport: Cross Country and
Track two time. all NCAC despite
Dennis Rice . ,
.
'
Kathy Dolan Soccer ) McLean 1 swunmins)
Terry tarter (.Track)
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S
Brock Jones
I IQi'- -
STANDINGS
DEN I SON
OHIO WESLEYAN
KE.NYON
OBERLIN
WOOSTER
STANDINGS
DEN I SON
KENY0N
WOOSTER
OHIO WESLEYAN
OBERLIN
y
W
3
3
1
0
0
W
4"
3
3
2.
1
NCAC
PAUL SAVAGE
Home: Bay City, Mi.
Class: Senior
Major Political Science
Sport: football
fun, and go Scots in '87."
GF
0 33
0 66
2 24
2 12
3 12
NCAC
L GP
0 63
2 62
2 29
4 53
5 47
MEN'S LACROSSE
GA
19
10
38
36
56
H
8
11
2
2
1
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
GA
17
51
39
76
63
W
7
4
3
2
1
Tve had
OVERALL
2
2
6
4
11.
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1986-8- 7 College of Wooster Outstanding Athletes
Abe Springer "Paul Fleming'Katie Keller
() indicates that no information was obtained by the athlete
GF
125
182
70
41
75
OVERALL
L GT
0 SB
1 84
"6 49
6 65
7 62
NCACWooster Sports Stats
v , - - .... v.
-
...
,
.
.
... ,
SARAH HEATH
Home: Lewisburg, PA
Class: Junior
Major History
Sport: Field Hockey Lacrosse
Field hockey
acomplishments: two year starter,
three year varsity letter winner,
all-NC- AC 1985.86, all-regi- on 1986.
co-capt- ain elect (along with Jessica
Skolnikoff) for 1987 season
GA
85
69
104
62
190
GA
35
66
81
103
92
2; ..,
Becky
Pickett
I
.-
-f
Kate Koehler
MEN'S TEJOHS
""FRAIL DUAL TEAK RECORDS
DEM9CN
WOOCTER
KENYCH
oberum
CASE RESUME
ALLEGrtNY
QUO WESLEYAN
WOMEN'S TEMOS
OVERALL DUAL TEAM RECORDS: W L
DENISCN 11 0
KENYON 15 1
ALLBGHENY 11 2
WOOSTER 7 9
OHIO WESLEYAN 5 8
OBERLIN 1 8
CASE WESTERN RESERVE , 19
NAME
BLACKADAR .
Home:'
Class:
Major:
Sport:
LISA
Stirling. NJ.
Senior
Art History
Field Hocke;
Lacrosse The field hockey
lacrosse programs here at Wooster
are excellent. I owe much of my
achievement in them to my coach.
Sheila Noon an.
r
it- -
M L LAST WEEK'S RESULTS:
11 2 KENYON 8. OW 1
23 6 KENYON 9. Ald-Broa-dA 0
11 3 KENVON . ALLEGHENY 09 7 DENISCN 7. OBERLIN 2
5- - 6 DENIS0N9. OKI 0
7 1 OBERLIN 7. ALLEGHENY 2
S WOOSTER 9. Malm 0
WOOSTER 9. QU Q
WOOSTER 7. IIP 2
WOOSTER 9.. Wright St. 0
WOOSTER 8, Wittmberr iALLBXNY6. Gamon 3
OKI . OR) 3
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS:
KEVWN 9. Wltteriberv 0
KENWN 9. ALLEGHENY 0
DENISCN 9. OBERLIN 0
DENISCN 9. FlnUay 0
DENISON 9. CM3J 0
WJOTER 8. OBERLIN 1
WOOSTER 6. OW 3
ALLEGHENY 9, CKU 0
4.
v
r
VJ5
1986 College of
Chuck Brady ( Track)
x 5
,
-
. ! ';
-- . . ; .'.5
() indicates that no information was obtained by the athlete
SARAH FROST
Home: Lake bluff. IL
Class: Sophomore --
Major: Speech
.
Communications
Spore Swimming
is
: important to recognize . the
.improvements which both the
men's and women's swimm teams
have made in die past two years.
By maintaining excellence in our,'
coaching staff, and support from
within the team itself. The College
of Wooster's swim team will
continue to grow and achive in the
future."
V.
1 ' y
I:
a
-
Kirsten Patton ( Women's Tennis)Colleen Banks (W-Socce-r) Rob Picetta ( Baseball )
'
n
KATHY KLEIN
Home: NashviDe, TN
Class: Sophomore
Major Sociology
Sport volleyball rim
team all-confere- nce; "We're looking
for lot of support next year,
because we're going to be awesome.
It should be great year."
r,
ftMIKE O'BRIEN
Home: Wooster. OH
; Class: Senior
Major: Business Economics
Sport: Basketball
Thanks to the compos
for their support during die past two
disappointing seasons. Thanks
to my parents and Kappa Chi.
it
1
LINDA STEVENSON
Home: Cladwyne, PA
Class: Junior
Major Political Science
Spore Track --This year
has been a lough one,
II
U
starting the
indoor season with a knee injury and
anemia, but I stuck with it - ugh -
Senior
PAGE St
11 1 i
UniverBukhalat track) iRfcisft6(Basekml0f wi To4d FadiCrifa Cl' HTOfff'Vq' QU AHomer Kalamarotf. .
Class:
Major Psychology
Sport: Basketball
.-
--
- f, -
r;
rN
BROOKE HENDERSON
Home: Beloit. WI
Class: Sophomore
Major History
Sport: Swimming
--J V v. 5S .
Tracey Foreman (VoBeybaE)
r
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Tb get ahead in college it helps if comes with either two built-i-n 800K lets you run MS-DO-S programs,
you choose a brilliant roommate. Like a drives, or one drive and an internal Whichever Macintosh you choose
MacintoslTpersonal computer And now 20-megab-yte hard disk. As well as a you can use the latest, most advanced -
there are two models to choose from choice oftwo new keyboards. software. And that means you'll be able
The Macintosh Plus, which comes Inside, the SE also has an expan-- towoikfesterbetterandsmarter
with one 800Kdisk drfve and a fall mesa-- sion slot so vou can add a card that lets No two ways about it. V G
byte ofmemory(expandable to four), you share information over a campus- - fAi ufj
And the newMacintosh SE.Which wide netwoifc Or another card that lnepClWeriD
AccdcrJc Cc?5t:zj Senses Cczzzltzj Cluzo
4
i
4
